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%Pray,Ky.,Tuesday Afternoon, October 19, MS

Murray Unit ARealitlAs Reorganization Enters Phase Two

Guard.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Nearly
one third of the Kentucky National
Wellman had announced Friday that
Guard's 65 units are being placed on
half of the unit currently at Hickman
weak-be split between 1flcafliM
-`offital probation!'for six months in.
drive aimed at increasing the guard'a.
Murray. 2
`
Five officers and 47 enlisted persons
troop strength.
State Adjutant Gen Rtily Wejtmee _from the Combat Supperk-ecr1T-123rd
Armor Battalion, will be transfered to
announced Monday the second phase of
Detachment One in Murray. The full
a thceeepart reorganization of the

Calloway County School Board
members are expected to consider bids -.
on a county middle school and athletic
field house during a session Thursday,
Oct 12.
School officials are slated to open
bids on the middle school field house
project earlier in the day Oct. 12. The
county school board meets in school
administrative offices on College Farm
• Road at 7 p.m.
School board members are .alse
- expected to review county board of
education, central lunch funds and
• activity funds audits during the
Thursday session.
- - In aciditionrsehnoteffirtaitrare-slitted
to review a proposal related to the sale

of Calloway County school building
revenue bonds and advertise for bids on
cafeteria products during the Thursday
meeting.
Also on the agenda for that session is:
- Personnel recommendations;
- Review of a plan for Workers
Compensation Insurance and a plan for
unemployment insurance;
- Discussion of an eighth grade
equivalency certificate and a request
for a school_feeflity;- --------- A report from school superintendent Jack Rose dealing with transportation, the annual meeting of the
First Region School Board Association,•
--and the collection fee arrangement with
the county sheriff's office.

would depend on the strength of the
unit is currently located In Hickman.
The inove is similar to one made in --local unit. He said the National Guard
Bureau in Washington would not
the first phase of the reo_rganizatioqdn
consider an armory until the unit gets
Abgust that spliti unit between Frankfort and Harrodsburg"
.
Well strength. He said the final phase of the
We have had strength problems in
lickruarrfor some'timer-atilt this witt:— Milani/alien will come in six months
help to resolve the problems," Viellman
when the success, of the units on
said in a release. .
probation is evaluated. "We will either
A team of recruiters Li expected in • be at-a respectable strength-level or I
Murray within a_week-Thestateguard_l' will -remove those- units-that--arehas rented quarters on Stmbury Circle,
evidently not being manned," Wellman
said
just off of S. 4th Street in Murray.
CITRUS FRUIT DRIVE - Richard Parker, left, owner of the Murray Burger
Wellman said 22 units that are under
Wellman said he did not want to
Queen,accepts a promotional sheet on the Calloway County High speech
90 percent of their authorized strength
release a list of the units being placed
team's citrus(wit ddff.limin Chuck Williams,presidentolthe team Nizices
a probation until their vommatifierswill soon receive letters placing theoi
will buy the first box when the fruit arrives. The team will be selling
had received* his letter, but he said
on official probation. The status means
oranges
and grapefruit from Oct. 12-24. Profit from the sale will-be used for
the unit has six months to get to 90 • many of the Problems center in
team
expenses
fdr the year. Those interested in purchasing fruit should call
percent strength or the unit could be
Lexington.
753-9459
or
753-5479.
"We have not done as well in the
eliminated or relocated.
And Wellman vowed in a phone inlarge urban- areas for two reasons," he
said. "We are not visible and the
terview that he would act against those
units not meeting the 90 percent figure.
competition is great from the other
,
armed forces."
"I will move any unit that is below 90
percent in six months," Wellman said.
Wellman said the Guard has made
"I have two choices - withdraw the
recruiting gains for the past eight
unit completely from the troop struc- t • months, going from 79 percent strength
ture or move it to a new community." • overall on Aug. 1. at the start of the-'Wellitian said-he pidered to move a
reorganization, to 85 percent as of,Oct.
The Calloway County speech team
The fruit will be hand picked, cleaned
unit to a new community and he • 1. The guard is now 962 short of its
will conduct a sale of fresh Texas citrus
and shipped directly to Callowaycurrently has five requests.on record
authorized strength.
fruit from Oct. 12-24, according to
County High School for distribution to
from cdunty judge executives
Wellman cited those figures in saying
Larry England, speech team coach.
local residents.
he felt the drive to increase the guard's
requesting guard units.
The profit from the sale will be used for
Community Projects for Students and
In an intervieW Friday, Gordon
strength has been successful so far.
team expenses for the year,
Alamo Fruit Co. guarantees all fruit to
Nichols,*infortnation officer with the
During the first phase, the 207th
The sale will be conducted with Fred
be of the highest quality and will
state national guard, indicated that if
Hancock, 1379 Starlight Drive, Union
Engineer Unit was moved from
replace any bad fruit when delivered.
the Murray unit maintains adequate
Louisville to Hazard and split between
City, Tenn., local representative of
Anycfne purchasing a box of citrus will
strength it could possibly be upgraded
Co`tnmunity Projects for Students Inc.
Jackson and Hazard. A supply unit in
receive, compliments of the Murray
to a full 100-perseft unit in tke future.
or Louisville.
Harrodsburg was withdrawn from the
Burger Queen, a quarter box of chicken
That would primarily depend, Nichols
The citrus consists of sunny sweet
troop structure and a unit in Frankfort
dinner free.
oranges and ruby red grapefruit, which
said,on the progress made in retruiting
was split with Harrodsburg. Those interestd in purchasing citrus
for the Murray unit.
red-ineated, seedless and needs no
-Since then the supply unit Au
should call England at 753-9459 or
sugar. The fruit is selected from the top
Nichols also said the future of a
Harrodsburg is up and the Hazard unit
Calloway County High 'School at 75315 percent of Alamo Fruit Co.'s crop.
petiftanent armory building for Murray
is doing tremendously," Wellman said.
5479.

today's indexOne Section-12Pages

WASHINGTON(AP)- If the Senate
has its way, there'll be no tax cuts in
future years unless Congress holds
down the growth of federal spending.
C-HORUSCANOt-E-SAtf Murray High School Chorus itudents and Friincipal Roy Weatherly look over the candles the chorus will be selling during
their fund-raising drive which began today. Pictured are, left to right, Kim
Whitten, Anita Smith, Kariesta Catlett, Kevin Cole, Weatherly, Donna
Hawes, Deena Bread, Lisa Outland and Craig Byrd. The students will he
taking orders today and tomorrow for a line of decorative candles, which
include pillar candles, yotive candies, picture tamps and cylinder candles.
The chorus, directed by Mrs. Joan Bowker, hopes to raise $1,000 for choral
activities during this two-day.sale.'

' •

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - State
officials are hopeful that Kentucky's
woodlands will be relatively fire-free
this year, and they base that hope on
the experience of the last few forest fire
seasons
The fall fire season, established by
legislation, officially began Oct. 1 and
runs through Dec. 15.
And with a dash of preventive
medicine, the state Division of Forestry
has added some employees in the areas
of Kentucky considered potential high
fire risks.
"During the fire season, we
frequently put on seasonal employees
(such as) plow operators and fire crew
operator," Joe Dietz, head of fire

control for the State Division of
Forestry.
The employees were added after a
summer of preparation, Dietz said.
"All during the summer, we are
maintaining and upgrading our
equipment for the fire season. We have
some training sessions to prepare them
the employees) for the fire season."
Kentucky's worst forest fire
problems normally occur in eastern
Kentucky, Dietz said. The counties of
Perry, Pike, Floyd, Breathitt and
Carter "are some of the ones that have
a high average number of fires per
year," he said in a recent telephone
interview from his office in Frankfort.
Some of those counties are in or near
the Daniel Boone National Forest, and
while federal and state firefighters

On the other hand a succeSsful fight
against rapid spending increases would
reward Americans with new tax cuts
totaling $164.5 billion between 1980 and
1983. That would mean a tax reduction
of about $453 over those four years for a
typical four-member family earning
$20,000.
There is no assurance that the tie
between future tax cuts and reductions

work together upon occasion, Dietz said
the primary responsibility for the
nationfl forest lies with the U.S. Forest
Service.
"Last year was a fairly light
year...We had a very light spring, and
if our fall season holds like it has
"'generally held in the past, we should
have a real good year this year," he
said.
People remain the primary cause of
forest fires, though "generally
speaking," the fires are unintentional,
Dietz said.
"Most of our fires are (caused byo
people burning trash, maybe smoking
out game, burning off fields carelessness. They don't watch what
they're doing."

in -federal spending growth will be
accepted by the House.
But the fact the amendment won such
broad support, 65-20, in the Senate
Thursday_nipt indicates the electionyear concern about inflation.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., a sponsor of
the proposal, said that while there is
little doubt Americans want tax relief,
"I do not believe that they would
welcome tax reductions at the expense
of increased inflation, continueddeficits and profligate government
spending"
With final action on the -overall bill
expected tonight, some of the biggest
battles on the measure were still to
come.
The Senate was faced with efforts to
scale back the capitalgains tax cut
recommended , by the Finance Committee and attempts to include some of
President Carter's tax-revision
proposals that were rejected by the
panel.
A big roadblock to final Senate
passage Of the bill -2- and to
congressional adjournment for the year
on Saturday - was removed Monday
when the Senate voted, 62-28, to bar
non-tax amendments from the bill.
That vote could end any chance of
enacting this year either the Humphrey-Hawkins full-employment bill or
legislation to control hospital costs.
Passage of the tax bill also may be
expedited by the fact the Senate has
already enlarged the tax cut to the point
where there is no room in the budget for
a bigger reduction.

The bill, which came out of the
committee with a $22.9 billion price tag,
now is valued at $30 billion. The budget
limit on revenue losses will rule out any
additional cuts unless they are aecompanied by other revenue raisers.
The budget squeeze is jeopardizing
the current tax deduction allowed for
state and local gasoline taxes. The
House voted to repeal the deduction, as
did the Finance Committee.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., is leading
a fight to retain the deduction, as the
Senate had voted consistently to do in
recent years.
When it was pointed out that the $1.2
billion cost of keeping .the deduction
would break the budget, Helms agreed
to put off a vote.

"Officials in Calloway County Sheriff's
Office have a batch of undelivered tax
bills they don't know quite what to. do
with.
According ro a' spokesman for the
department, officials have over 200 tax
bills that were mailed but returned
undeli vered.
Many are bills for taxes on tangible
property such as cars or boats, but
others are billstor real estate taxes, the
spokesman said.
The spokesman indicated reasons the

Building Page
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals.
Horoscope
Let's Stay Well
'14.cal Scene .
Opinion Page
Sports.

Becoming partly cloudy this
afternoon through Wednesday
with chance for showers and
possible thundershowers. Highs
today and Wednesday in the low
and mid 70s. Lows tonight in the
low and mid 50s,

bills came back to the local sheriff's
office range from incorrect address to a
wrong.or no box rrtimber on the address.
A two percent discount on property
taxes ends Nov. 1, the spokesman
pointed out. The spokesman noted
property owners are liable for taxes
even though they may have not
received a bill.
• Officials in • the department had
processed over $150,000 worth of tax
bills earlier this week.

.4,

,
_JAME HOME??- This nine-rotTro lime of Mr. and MrtthJames Ward was moved yesterday from 406 North 12th
St
Mk Goremi-Puliyra Term., moved the !Muse using steel beams and Mallet_
St. th a va4'ant 4& no Sharpe Stet.
Street incatton In e Iiift pitiful.. The mound fif dirt in front was dug from
it-Ownivreat-the-ntir
hr
The
- dollies
. underneath the house before the H-beam was placed in brer to move it:In the middle picture, the home has been
,,

moved from the back of lie Wares lot, across Payne Street to the middle of the new lot. The truck had to be
Alumf as it came across a ldw spot in the,lot -Thssrieht pirterre sherwerlre-hornein its-presenttocatihrY arTfrgrrnipe.
The foundation will he Wilt up around the house before the H-beans, is removed. The house began to - move
around .12:10 p.m. and was in its final resting place on Sharpe about 4:30.
•
Staff Photos by Debbie NI.tee
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Tuesda)
Murraj Hi
w
Alumni
organizationa
high school b,
, p.m: For
Caro Yates.

National
Beauty Salon )
11111\
Weak
October 8-14

fersonatity
In an impressive candlelight
ceremony, Miss Sheila Fay
Kirk became the bride of Billy
Dale Smith at 7:30 p.m. on a
summer evening in the sanctuary • of Grace Baptist
- Chach. The -Rev. Charles.
Yancy of. Camden, Tenn.
performed the double ring
ceremony.

•

You'll be the main
attraction when you consult
us for expert hair care

Kingwood
Biaufylalon
153-5581

National
Beauty Salon
Week
October 8-14
Jackie Cooper
is now employed
with us. Call For
an appointment

753-6435
We're at a new
location

641 N. Beside
West Ky.
_ Appliance

The-bride-is-TWedaughter-ofMr. and Mrs. Pat Kirk and the
granddaughter of Mr_ and
Mrs. Clyde Schroeder of
Dexter, Mrs. Ruby Kirk of
Murray and the late Edward
Kirk. The groom lathe son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith and
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Ha) Smith of Kirksey, Porter
Chiretitt of MurraY-linZ- the
late sirs
hyeChikutt.
The vows were exchanged in
a lovely setting as Mrs. Gregg
Stott,-Mont -of--the grown,
played 'Color My World',
before an'attar decorated with
an arched brass candelabrum
entwined with springerifern
and eAkiitered-- with white_
carnations, daisies and baby's
breath, flanked by two spiral
candelabra, each containing
fifteen tapers. The candles
were lighted by Eddie Kirk of
Adams, Tenn., cousin of the
bride. The family,pews were
marked with miniature white
carnations, daisies and baby's
breath, in an arrangement of capelet of crystal pleated cumberbund and -a deep
Springeri fern tied with white chiffon draping to the waist in crystal pleated collar.
Each attendant carried a
the beet The A-line skirt Was
satinbows.
ed they richly adorned with Alencon matching ruffleF iniify
ts
As the
appliques. A wide flounce of seafoam parasol from which
were asked to signthe register crystal pleated chiffon at- irii,niature carnations,
in the entrance foyer by Miss tached to a border of matching marguerite daisies,
fern
Tonya Kirk, sister of the
-foliage and-babylei-breath-was
tare encircled.the hemline-and:
bride, and Miss Kelly ChIlcutt,
_draped. formed a full chapel train.,
cousin of the groom. The table
They each wore a picture
and
of
tiara
net
English
A
was draped with an ivory satin matching
lace hat of misty seafoam trimmed
Alencon
and
cloth bordered in lace
sprinkled with seed pearls with a shirred loden green
a miniature
accented -TAW
held the tiered fingertip veilof ' band adorned with a large'
carwhite
arrangement of
white silk rose.
bridal illusion.
impoited
nations, daisies,baby's breath
Misses Sabrina and Mitzi
feminine
a
carried
She
and springeri fern in a silver
'-elosed white chiffon. parasol Kirk, sisters of the bride, were
basket.
adorned with ruffles of lace the flower girls. Their gowns
A prelude of wedding music and crystal pleating. The were - miniature creations
was presented as the guests bridal bouquet of gardenias, identical to the honor atassembled. Mrs. Stoll's stephanotis, White daisies, teridant's. They also wore
included "One English ivy, miniature car. decorated picture hats and
selections
Hand. one Heart,±„Haw
..an nations and baby's breath was carried white wicker baskets
Wedding Song," "Whither draped on the parasol.
filled with rose petals.
Thou Goest," "0 Perfect
Mark . Cunningham was
was a
jewelry
only
Her
"
Love," "My Cup Rwineth diamond
hosen to serve the groom as
given to her
pendant,
Over," and "Ave Maria." by by the groom.
beet man. The groomsmen
Schubert.
. Attending the bride as maid were Phil McCallon and Elvin
.„,-.9,1„bonor was Miss Barbie Parrish. Michael Evans,
Bride's Dreas
of
Murray. brother-in-law of the bride.
Escorted by her father and Griffin
and Charles Chilcutt uncle of
given in marriage by her Bridesmaids were Mrs.
groom,served as ushers.
the
Tidwell,
(Joyce)
Dennis
parents, the bride was lovely
Jeffrey Schroader,
Master
in an exquisitely designed cousin of the bride, and Miss
cousin of the bride, was the
sister
Smith,
the
of
Bobbie
Picsilhouette by Michele
ring bearer. He carried the.
cione. -Imported English net groom. The attendants- wore-rings on a white ruching
of
gowns
length
floor
identical
artfully enhanced by restal pleated pillow.
embroidered Alencon lace misty seafoam green chiffon.
grown and his at-The
Wei
softly
linet
flowing
The
created a deep round yoke and
wore co-ordinaling
tendants
.
shirred
was framed by an attached emphasized by a
Bentley framed formal suits
.of textured shanting in -jade
green with Loden. Their
boutinere was of marguerite
daisies and baby's breath.
For the wedding the Mother
of the bride chose to wear a
formal gown of maize magic
knit chiffon. The soft-look was
enhanced by a plunging Vneckline and flowing angel
sleeves. The full skirt draped
to the floor.
The mother of the groom
wore a formal gown of pink
magic knit chiffon with a
shirred cumberbund, V- flowing floor .
neckline
length attachetkape.
The mothers each wore,a
cattelya orchid at their
shoulder.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Mrs. Clyde Schroeder,:
maternal grandmother. of
bride, wore a beige and
apricot knit dress with a
jacket and was presented a
corsage of white carnation
and daisies. •
Mrs. Ruby 'Kirk. paternal
grandmother of the bride,
wore a blue and white knit
dress with a jacket. A white
earnation and daisies corsage
pinned at her shoulder. - --4ras
- -"Mrs. Hal Smith, paternal
grandmother of the groom,
wore a gown of mauve qiana
knit. She also was presented a
corsage of white carnations
and daisies.

divided the Afip two layers of
the cake.
A green lighted water
fountain surrounded-by white
columns and encased with
springeri fern and daisies
created the mound of the cake
from which petit fours' were
served.
A five -brandied' silver
candelabrum containing a
StimMer -arrangement of
white carnations, daisies,
snapdragons, baby's breath,
fern foliage, and burning
white tapers, ,was the centerpiece.
An assortment of tea sari.'
dwiches, mints, nuts, and
-punch were served from silver
appointments.
Patsy Evans, of Springville,
Term, sister of the bride;
}Caren Cossey, Betty Thompson and Gail Dick Mayfield
asaia edin serving theguests
Guest tables were covered
with white cloths and centered
with vases of silk roses, baby's
breath . and miniature bride
tee.
Following the reception the
flower girls presented the
guests with rice roses
fashioned in the bridal color
scheme from a large wicker
fireside basket.
Rehearsal Dinner
'
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith,'
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Holiday Inn.
,Covers were laid for thirty'
five guests including the
wedding party.
The couple presented their
attendants with gifts at this
time.

N E ED11 WOMAN

Martin's I
'Methodist -Chi
p.m.

Ifs

the perm that "gives Yiurinstant sty ing With
triple-conditioning action „It's curl with bounce-back
body It's hair that shines, and has that fabulous
manageability that lasts week otter week, washing
after washing
No more frizz. No more sets. No more blow-drying
Just the greatest looks in town -- instantly) We are
making appointments now for Guys 'n Dolls

NEEDLE WOMAN

N E EDE WOMAN

WAREHOUSE
CLEAN-OUT

From 5 p.m,to 9 p.m., enjoy your
faxorite steak, potato or fries, salad
bar and drink for only15.95.

Sunday--ru-ndayfilaelt
The way to top off a perfect day
is to have lunch with u& _Choose
from 4 meats, 4 vegetables, our
. salad bar, dessert and drink for only
3A $3.95. We start serving at 11:00.

I

'

Reception
The reception was held
immediately following the
ceremony at the Community
poom of the North, Branch
Peoples Bank.
The bride's,table was
covered with a' white cloth
graced with rosettes of misty
seafoam green.. Highlighting
the _table was the white tiered •
wedding cake beautifully
decorated with trails of
delicate cask iim*as
kvodftal
•
1.4114 • iiiNtaltiole.
groom statuette above a NOM
staircase, adorned With
nrrirrTerottr--irttrrrttrrrtsstatuettes dresied identical to
those in the wedding party.'
Fresh summer flower9

healing I
care.To
Bible, ar
Key tot!'
To join t
There's
inspirati

CHRISTI,

SALE
WE MUST

SELL OVER

1,000,000
YARDS
FROM OUR KANSAS CITY
WE'VE
WAREHOUSE
SIAKIP_RICES TO NEW LOWS'

CORDUROY
SAVE 43% • REG '3 43
11 WIDE • SOLID COLORS
POLYESTER & COTTON
FALL FASHION FAVORITE

Left SO
Right Sii

Si
*SOLIDS 11. FANCIES
•ASSORTED COLORS 8. PATTERNS

RINTED POLYESTER
INTERLOCK KNITS

PATTERNS
• SIMPLICITY • McCALL'S
• BUTTERICK
LARGE SELECTION .2
S1 00
OF STYLES
.1.1 FOR
s sins
ENTIRE STOCK
OR 39c EA
NOT INCLUDED

tonites movies
es

Thursday--Ste_ak Night

Hoy)
inth
the')
It's so er

%

• Prime Rib is always a treat, but on
Wednesdays it's especially great.
Enjoy prime rib cooked to your
liking, potato or fries, salad bar and
drink--and best of all, only $5.95.Eat with us Wednesday from 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

Ruth War
Sinking Sprin,
Women will
Smotherrnan-

SAY

SWEATER KNI

• REG. 5399

INTERFACING

SAVE VI • REG '2 99
LEVI-TYPE & BRUSHED
ALL ASSORTED BLUES
POLYESTER & COTTON

0L R
cSOLID
a

GABARDINE

REG. S3.99
$299
0100°
.POLYESTER
TR
•60- WIDE

PLAIDS FQ.11 FALL

NATURAL MUSLIN OUTING FLANNEL

ON BOLTS • SOLIDS,
PLAIDS, CHECKS, ETC
REG 53 99 to 16 99

-

1129
BROADCLOTH$
SOLID COLORS

INCL.WHITE
• FINE FINISH • MANY USES

YD

STITCHES FOR
YOUR FAVORITE FASHIONS

we sp

PER YARD . • I ASSORTED

LUSTROUS
RAYON

VELVET
DEEP FICN PILE • StAUTIFUL
St NIMIRINN LOLOIRS

"men

SOLID
COLORS
4.99

FUN FUR
REG. '3.99 &

FOR GARMENTS DECORATIVE

ROBE FLEECE

SOLID COLORS • ON BOLTS
07111IVIETCTEPILTTOIE ROM —
IL OTHER LOUHGEWEAR

ri.c

YD
$2
99

$299
ADRIG, $3.r
.

Weed'

—

walawase

,

....•••••••-vw•••••wwg

N.

•

'
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Tuesday, October 30 Murray High School. Band
Alumni • will have an
•
organizational meeting at the
aSSIVewe
N tibelle••
•
high school band room at 6:30
, p.m.* For information. call
C.a.rot Yates.
TuesdayAk-toter 10
sow
-itrtg--ft -senior cliftens
Calloway CoUrit) High Band - -1Tfeffitlett —TOT "letter
Ruth Warren Group of
citizens led by Lee Gamble, will be at Corvette Lanes at
Boosters
Club
will
meet
at
Sinking Spring Baptist Young
Murray State student, will be 1:30p.m.
- Women will meet with Judy" ekght p.m. in the band room at
at Ellis "enter from sit to nine
-.Calloway
High
immediately
Smotherma(
Thursday, October It
following the seventh and p.m. Call 753-0929 by three
North Pleasant .
Grove
p.m. for transportation.
eighth grade band practice.
Martin's Chapel United
Cumberland Presbyterian
Methodist ChurchWomen are
Murray TOPS Club will
Murray Star • Chapter No. Churct Women will meet ataalaalige4_44A-aneet—at--seam meet- at Health Center ai 433 Order of the Eastern Star the ehuretrat seven p.m.
seven p.m.
---- will meet it-the MasonthHall
New Concord and Hamlin
1111.11111111.11111111111111111111illailliale
Senior Citizens will have a fish
-Today ts last -day ita-maite —by -at the honie of 'Mary
reservations for the dinner
Rawlings at twelve noon. For
theatre, "A Thurber Car- information or transportation
nival," at Holiday Inn for
call 436-5364.
Friday,Oct. 13. Call 759-1752.
Indepeaence •United
5 Operators.T•Servo Tow
Methodist Church Women are
Wednesday,ectober 11
Homemakers Clubs will scheduled to meet at seven
•
meet as follower-Pacers with p.m.at the church. -wwwliel6C
-.01Florene Shoemaker at—.9:30
Beauty Saks_ a.m.; Harris Grove with Mrs.
Dexter Homemakers Club,
SOO Maple - 103-31111
Howard Wendt at one p.m.; will meet at the Dexter Center
New Concord with Mrs. Ed at 9:30 a.m.
Davis at one p.m.; Pottertown
Colonial
atGrove-fine-of-the
H useSmorgasbord at ten a.m.; of the World is scheduled to
South Pleasant Grove with meet at the Triangle Inn at six
Mrs.Iuta Hutson at ten a.m.
p.m.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

11111M1•1 .
.
1 1.
.
1 1 ..".•
1

-

-44 '3°.

National Beauty
Salem. Wisk
October $pit

•

Patty-Antr's

Organizational meeting of
Christian Women's Club will
be at Holiday Inn, Murray, at
ten a.m. Call Anna Frost 7591766.for information.
.

With
r.bock
rulous
ishing

!rying
Ve ore

AN

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan
with Marjorie Crass, Ruth
Wilson with Mrs. C. W. Jones,
and Hannah, place not announced
_
_
. all at 7:30v_n_

How abouta lift
inthe middle of
the'Vveek?

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at Triangle
Inn at 6:30 p.m.

It's so encouraging to hear people tell the
healing they've had from trusting God's
care. To hear uplifting readings from the
Bible, and from Science and Health with
Key to the Scnptures by Mary Baker Eddy
To join together in hymns of joy.
There's nothing like it for some midweek
inspiration. We'd love to see you there.

Today is last day to make
reservations for the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Carnival," at Holiday Inn for
Saturday, Oct. 14. Call 7591752.
Women of the Murray
Country Club will have guest
day at the ladies luncheon at
twelve noon at the club. Patsy
Oakley Is chairman of the
hostesses.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Wednesdays,7:30
. Swiadey Service, 1140
Sew* Sclweel, 1140
teedimp Row 2sal Wade. 12-1
1440 Vanier Ave, Murree
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Left *le: Deena Btalock, Maxine Jones, Joyce Mayer, Sharonlielso
Right Side. Faye Hurt, Jackie Bogard.-Wanda Bros n. Cheryl Farlec

Sharon Kelso,faye Hurt -Owners & Operators
- Be Good To Your Hair
let one of our hair stylist
help you with your new
fall haird-O.-

ESTER
NITS

Call 753-7132
The Beauty Box

FOR
GANT
PAM
liIONS

1104 Chestnut St

NNE

Nationalleauty
Salon Week
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October 8-14

Leta's Beauty Salon
1600 Dodson Ave.

We specialize in precision hair cutting. See us about the new
"Metro Cut". Call for an appointment today.
LETA TAYLOR OWNER I OPERATOR
OPERATORS:
Wanda Futrell
Tina Olson
Paulette Twig(
fl•werly Barnett Hairstylist II Maelearisi
, Wise Colsop Manicurist

Debbie Griffin
Botha Starkey
.
•

.86zot4.
JONES GIRL
Mr.-and Mrs. Rick W. Jones
of Princeton are the parents of
a baby girl, Jessica Kimberly,
weighing seven pounds three
ounces, measuring 20'02. inches, born on Tuesday, Sept.
19, at 10:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The tether is a pre-trial
officer for Caldwell. Trigg,
Lyon, and Livingston C01/12w
tlea. Gresdparestio are Mr. and
• Mrs. C. W. Jones of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. John Ray of
newsmr Sirtrrgr tri7eit
grandparents are Willie E.
Perkins of Ballard County and
Mrs. AIM& Lee Ray of Graves
County.
r •

•

Wedding.To Be Friday
The wedding of Miss
Christine
Elizabeth
McCuiston, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby T. McCuiston
of Murray Mute Five, and
Bill Ed Murdock, son of Mr,
and Mrs. AlfredOne,.
Murdock of
Murray Routebe
solemnized on Frtday,-ort.-13,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray'
Woman's Club House with
Bro. James Thomason officiating.
- A program of music %Till be
presented by Jimmy -4sad
Linda
• Miss Stacey Adams Willbe
the maid of honor with Miss
June Murdock, Mist Linda
McCuistan;and Mrs:- Donna-Hughes
_Lard],
-is

f

bridesmaids. Miss Susan
McCuiston will be the flower
girl.
Best man 'for Mr. Murdock
will be Thomas Murdock.
Groomsmen will be Steve
.31gCluaton, hiaitty,Wilson, and
Mark Rogers. Ushers will be
Steve Rogers and Terry
Rogers,
_ and
Bobby
McCuistonJ,._will be the
ringbearer.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
club house.
invitations will be sea:
and all relatives and friends
are invited to attend the
wedding ceremony and tlet
reception.

)
•

._rpert Fare
1

•Put your hair. in our professional
care. We'll cut, color or curl it any
way you like! Call for an appointment.

753-3344
4411
, /"
,7

•
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Let's Stay Well
Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGi.:_tMt

Vestgm

Salon
"

Managing Stings
From Tree Asps

Q. Mrs. W. E. writes that
one of her several children'
was stung recently by a
"grayish-brown caterpilEllis Center will be open lar" while playing in the
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for yard. The bite was painful,
activities by the Murray and the child became pale
Senior Citizens with devotion and nauseated for awhile.
Mrs. W. E. wants to
at 10:05 a.m., hand work or
visiting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at know what this insect is,
twelve noon, and table games how It can be controlled,
and how its bites can best
lir shuffleboard at cine_p.rn.
be treated.
A. Your description
Dinner Theatre,"A Thurber
leads me - to believe your
Carnival," will be at Holiday
child came into contact
Inn, sponsored by Murray- with a tree
asp or "puss"
Calloway County Commonity caterpillar, and that your
Theatre.
youngster may be allergic
to the toxin from this
Suburban Homemakers insect, judging from the
Club will meet at the home of paleness and nausea which
Mrs. Holmes Dunn at 7:30 resulted.
p.m.
Tree asps are the larval
state of a small, yellowish
Joint meeting of Baptist or beige moth (MegaloYoung Women of First Baptist pyge opercularis) which
Church will be a salad supper appear in late summer or
at the Fellowship Hall at 6:30 early fall. The asps are
found in trees, on shrubs,
p.m.
fenceposts and handrails
particularly in the Gulf
Friday, October 13
North Murray Homemakers Coast region and southern
Club will meet at the home of states. The color may alMrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p.m. most match the wooden
object to . which. the....a3p
clin6s, making it difficult
Dinner Theatre,"A Thurber to detect.
s
Carnival," will be at Holiday
When contact is made
Inn, sponsored by Murray- with a furry asp, such as
Calloway County Community rubbing it when a child is
Theatre.
climbing a tree or fence, or
even brushing off the
Shopping for Senior Citizens insects the tiny spines
will be held and call 753-0929 along the back of the larva
by nine a.m. for morning release a toxic substance
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for that is highly irritating to
afternoon shopping.
the skin.
The irritated skin begins
to burn and becomes quite
painful in a few minutes. If'
on an arm or leg, much of
the limb may ache. If the
toxin is absorbed or if the
person is allergic to it,
nausea, vomiting, sweating, and mild shock may
TI Dexter Homemakers shortly follow. In such alClub will meet Thursday, Oct. lergic cases, the toxin may
12, at 9:30 a.m. at the Dexter appear life-threatening
Community Center to make and require emergency
plans for the benefit supper treatment at a hospital.
If a tree asp comes in
and gospel singing to be_held
Saturday, Oct. 14, at the direct contact with skin, it
should be washed immedicenter.
Proceeds from the supper _ ately with soap and water
from four to 6:45 p.m. and thd----and covered with a bandgospel singing at seven p.m. age that has been soaked
will go to the Crippled with a diluted solution of
Children's Telethon. A hand
CEDAR WALLS
made bed quilt has been given
Don't be afraid to use
to the club by Mrs. Bert
western cedar on bathroom
Kilgore to be sold with the
walls. Vapors won'tharm the
proceeds to go to the telethon.
cedar, but a polyurethane
Brooks Collie, president.
finish will make it splashpresided at the September
proof and washable.
luncheon meeting held at the
center with Maude Woodall
giving the devotion and
prayer.
,
Other members present
were Lyda Overbey, May
Denny, Dolly Colson, Irene •
Michuson, _ and Elizabeth.
Puckett. Three visitors were
Fannie Scott, April Peal, and
Melissa Peal.

Homemakers
To Sponsor
cm' 1 Benefit

OW SI

fp

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Linda Fain at 7:30
pm.

McCuiston & Murdock

household liquid bleach
'one part of bleach liquid
and nine parts of water).
Then apply an ice pack.
This will give some relief
of pain and slow the rate of
absorption of the toxin. A
dressing may have to be
worn for several days until
the blistered skin has
healed. Usually no scar
follows these injuries.
Prevention is not practical. During the time that
larvae (asps) are present,
it is important to caution
children about the dangers
of contacting or handling
these insects. Clothing that
covers the limbs will help
to prevent direct contact
with the skin and will
lessen the chances and severity of the injury from
the toxin of the asp.'
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National
Beauty Salon
Week
October 8-14

4

Foriour New
Fall Look
Come To
BRENDA'S
Beauty Salon
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

No. 24
Riviera Courts
Beauty Salon

763-4582
Brenda Harper, Glenda Roberts
or June Roach

641 North

Uniperm

HOURS

'15°0

Tue.,-Wed. 8;00-4:00
Thurs.-Fri, 1:00-8:00
Saturday — 8:00-1.

" Price good
Thru October
Call Ann
753-0757 or 753-5061
' Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

"DO" It Up
Go Long and Lovely!
Go Short and Fluffy!
4

S)

However you "go" in hairstyles be sure you go to one of our pros

first. .. for the best advice on the "do" that's right for you. Call
for an appointment

753-5902
Judy Curd or Shere Parker, Owner I Operators
OPERATORS:
Wanda Housden, Rosetta Burkeen, Carol Mill, Sharon Bybee and Kathy Bybee

JudyBeauty
& Shere'sSalon
-

Bel-Air Center

National Beauty
Salon Week
Oct. 8-14
Mit
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BeauySalon Week
_
October 6-14, 1978, has been
• designated as National Beauly
-Salon Week by the 71,000
member - National
'
. Hair,
dressers and Cosmetologists
Association t MICA). The

theme

Of

this year's acuvities to promote the
celebration is "Today's cosmetology industry and to
Ilatrdresser Can Do More For raise funds for the NHCA
You Than Ever."
Disaster Fund and local
Hairstylistt throughout the charities. The Disaster Fund
country will be conducting was set up in 1955 in response
. to the needs et salons in New.
. 'Jersey and Connecticut which
• were destroyed 8 flooding.
---- -Today the fund provides
National
assmiance to salon owners
Beauty Salon
who have sustained losses
Week
. from natural disaster.
Hair-a-thorts, fashion
October 8-14
presentations featuring 1978
Fall-Winter hairfashions and
_ • designer
apparel, Ms.
.National Beauty Salon Week

Ezell Beauty
School-N. 4t11 St.

National Beauty
Salon Week
October 8-14

Time To Be.
Becoming
Take a short cut, recolor or consider a perm. Call for an appointment for a complete beauty
service.

Calories
Activity
Per Hour
-Garclemoy
220
Canoeing (2Y2 mph) 230
Golf
250
Lawn mowing
250
(power)
Bowling
21)
0

The Pine Bluff Craft CIpb
enjoyed a day's outing at
Brandon Springs on Sept. 28. A
walking tour conducted by
Dan Hendrickson, activity
director, was held.
Members attending were
Mary. Alford, Angie Evans,
Mary Gertzen, Edith Ham,
June Seyer, Jean Sten.stroni,
Ann Sympson, Hazel Wainscott and Dee 7.inkovich.
Guests attending with the
group were Edith Carson,
Isabelle Hopkins, Mary
Mears, Frances Whitnell and
Hilda Whitnell.
The club was started five

The Olga Hampton Baptist
WOmen of Sinking Spring
Church met at the church for
the September study on state
mi,ssions with Lorene Owens
as chairman of the study on
"We Are God's Wonderful
People" with scripture- from
Romans 1:7-8. _
Maxine Nance gave a short
sketch of the life of Elizah
Broadus for whom the state
missiun program is named,
and who was an-early mission
worker from' the state of
Kentucky.
Others taking part on the
program
were Dorothy
Brandon, Mary Turner, Linda
Cooper., Faye Orr, Ruth
Warren, Gladys Williamson,
Mary Kathryn Starks, and
Hattie Lee Galloway.
,
A testimony to all of God's
Wonderful People was given
by Mary Belle Jones. The
prayer calendar was read by
Mildred Crawford and the
closing meditation was given
by Anna Frost.
Refreshments were served
by Mary Kathryn Starks. Also
present were Vermel Key and
Randa Cunningham.

753-1724
Open Tuesday -Saturday

Walking (1441 rnpio)_
Tennis
Cycling (43.mph)
Running (10 mph)

1300

420
660
900

October 8-14
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try to pert',
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Call For An Appoletkent

National Beaufi
Salon Week
October 8-14

753-3863

Darnell's Beitity Salon
MITIVELL

To enterU
special col
puzzles, ne
and—amuse
To provid
change of
public issue

753-7541
,

_
friend, the
visor and
buyers' g
• rnarketplac
ee of infor
and issues.
To be
bulletin be.
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3Ps.Tier

Busine
Curtain Sets

Many styles in your
favorite Fall colors.
Designed to keep

Hwy. 121 South

Activity
OM Int

National
Beauty Salon ,

Calories
Par.. Hour

Try A New
"do" For the
Season

meet
every month daring the ,year

Disk was unable to be with the
__conducted by
for the day's event.
group
.throughout the country.
-Hairdressers will also
ADD CRUMBS
visiting various institutions to
One good Southern cook
donate hairstyling services.
sometimes adds grahamIs RCA, Thudded- 111-192t—ts. cracIter trambs iris-teed
the official United States bread crumbs, to her
ham
representative in the Con- loaf;
federation Imernational de la
Coiffure, the, prestigious in-teritatiena - organization, of
cosmetology associations.
Since the first beginnings of
the Official Hair Pashion
Committee in 1929, NHCA has
been creating the latest
hairstyles for hairdressers
and consumers.throughout the
United States.
Special "Today's Hairdresser Can Do More For You
Than",shirts and "Hair's My
---Bag" intehegs. have been
created for display during this
year's Natienal Beauty Salon
Week,October 8-14.

Put your hair in tip-top shape. .. in a style
that's soft and natural. Call Jan or,Loth* for
an appointment

ED!Ta

Catories Burned Up In Various Activities

57

you warmall winter.

,

-Cotton Flannel Long Sleeve
Ladies 32-38
Button Front
Button Cuffs
Front Pocket
Shirt Tail Bottom
6 Bright Plaids

j°ggent

•-•
Reg. to $9.00 '

66

Slide Trim, Suede Toe$
Cross Country Sole
Sizes 21/1-11,14,12

•

1r

Laminated, Hooded
TO YOUR EXACT MEASUREMENTS!

SWEAT
SHIRTS
888

NO CHARGE FOR LABOR!
You Pay For Fairk Only . ..

Patricia Lassiter
MEN'S S-M-L-XL

Gives Program,

with draw- string hood, muff
pockets. Polyester shell
äidifoäm thermo-lined.
•
Nay, Green, Grey.
Zip front

Incleieridence UMW'

Come see us for all the news in
coloring, styling, permanents, shapes.
Calf for an appointment.

Patricia Lassiter direeted
the program on "Time of
Harvest" at the meeting of the
Independence
United
Methodist Church Women
held Sept. 14 at seven p.m. at
the church.
Mrs. Lassiter read the
scripture from Psalms 24 and
Galatians 22. Also reading
scriptures
were
Jodie
Lassiter, Nancy Hopkins, Inez
Hopkins, Denise Duvan, and
Myrtle Jones. The opening
song was "Bringing In The
Sheaves" and a solo was sung
by Mrs. Lassiter.
Two poems were read:
"Autumn" ,by Myrtle Jones,
and "September" by Jodie

ANTIQUE
SATINS
50

VD.

Insulated Oneng protects from
heat and cold fodtng sun rot
ram and cjondemsotion

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
• Full PInch-lottratodlo You, EXACT Width...
•FivE.Inch &Mom H•rhs With WEIGHTS
•iiner Quality BUCKRAM USOli In'Hoodlitips

Inez Hopkins, president,
reported on the meeting of the
District UMW held at South
Fulton, Tenn. She was named
as a member of the district
membershifo committee.
The women voted to give- a
donation to the. United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
and help sponsor the
Halloween party.
Other members also pre
were Mary Phillips, Tra
Burkeen, Jean Burk
Linda Fennell. Terri B
and litia; Neil ilurkeen.

Some sauna' bui ers rate
cedar the best ornestIF
Species for weathering the
heat and moisture that accompany sauna bathing.
•

Viva Brand

Paper
Towels

CHARGE IT ...

Men's Thermal

Under
wear
Circular Knit
Sizes S-141-1-XL
Shirts or Drawers •

NEW YO
•
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10 Year:. Ago

We in the newspapeausiness
_try to perform an impassible•
• lask. We try to be almost all
4things to almost all people.
4 Not even the best newspaper
in the world achieves that goal.
But we all try, within the limits
of our resources.
To say the lest,*it is -form idahle challenge!
To report, accurately . an
completely,• yet consisely, the
news of the day at the
state, nationE0
intin national levels.
To entertain ourreaders with
special colturns, comic strips,
puzzles, news of sports events
and amusements.
To provide aforum for the exchange of differing ideas on
public issues.

The Jackson Purchase will observe
its 150th anniversary beginning Oct. 10
*M-111Ye 90
-dritilon, Wm**
to Dr. Harvey Elder, president of the
Jackson Purchase Historical Society.
Astronauts Schira,- Eisler, and
Cunningham in the next space program
of the- United States will wear new
safety suits designed and made by
Seger Glove Company of Murray.
Deaths reported inclisie relic Hall..
Gene & Jo's Florist has been selected::
as a Gold Medal Florist by the National
Selection committee of the Gold Medal
Florists.
John Mack Garter has been named
president of the Downe Publishing, Inc
Ada Sue Hutson, Pamela Kay
Lassiter, Mary Hopson, Kaye Beaman, Kathy Converse, and Debbie Brandon,
all of Murray, are pledges of Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority at Murray State
University.

To comment, honestly, forthrightly, courageously. and
knowledgeable on the Un-_
portant topics of the day. '
This..is, your newspaper. It works for you. It is your window to the world, your,servant,
your friends your counselor and
'
.otir way of voicing your
opinions to a wide audience.
No other enterprise oan make
that statement.

20 Years Ago
The Sixth Annual Orchestra Night is
scheduled at. the Murray Training
School on (Yd. -1-47Ministers attending the meeting of
the Murray Ministerial Association
held at the First Christian Church were
the Revs. William T. Thomas, Howard
Niehole,-4.----rs- Buchanan, T
Thacker, and Paul Lyles.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover C. Miller of
Lynn Grove will observe their golden
wedding anniversary on.Oct. 11.
Officers of Cub Pack 45 at Austin
School include Robert 0. Miller, James
(Jiggs) Lassiter, E. J. (Pete) _Winning,
Harold Grogan, Baxter Bilbrey, Mike
Stanek, Buist Scott, Max Carman,
Heron West, Vernon Stubblefield, and
Arlo Sprunger.
•
•
.
- -Elected as. officers for._Pi _ Kappa
Alpha fraternity at Murray State
College from Murray were Max Farris,
Jerry Roberts, Bill Roberts, Bobby
Workman, and Larry Jetton. Faculty
co-sponsors are Joe T. Erwin and Paul
Shahan.

as the ennurpere

:Z friend, the homemakers' advisor and counselor, the
!
r buyers' guide, the sellers'
marketplace, the voters' source of information on candidates
and issues.
'
To be the community's
. bulletin board.'

Business Mirror

NEW YORK (AP) - They sound like
:sports fans huddled together with
worried expressions on their faces,
wondering what happened to the local
team.
Except these are economists and
business and government officials, and
they are contemplating the sad condition of American productivity.
Output per man-hour, a Measure of
how efficient we are in producing goods
and services, has been declining for the
past 10 years or so, from 3 percent to
_about 2 percent or less. And the experts
are upset.
Few of them dispute the basic explanation of how America grew so
productive. It was, they say,,the ef- ficiency with which capital, labor,
natural resources and technology were
. employed.
- But what happened---to that
remarkable efficiency?
Gathered last week at a productivity
conference here, they expressed the
, belief .that the forces at work aren't
• really understood, and since they
aren't, cannot readily be resolved.
It sounded like the manager's
dilemma: If he doesn't know if it's the
• hitting, fielding or pitching that's to
. blame, how can he turn the team
around? After wasted days, he decides all
, three, plus the team's attitude, are at
„fault, and that he himself must share in
the blame.
A similar situation seems to prevail

Capitol Ideas

WASHINGTON (AP) - Could the
American Conservative Union think its
own chairman, Rep. Philip Crane, is
less than perfect?
Apparently so.
The ACU recently looked at(the
voting records of members of Congress.'
It iound that on 20 key votes during the
first six months of the session, five
House members voted coectly 100
percent of the time. Crane wasn't one of
them.
It was as if an occult hand had writ
"shame" across Crane's dream of
supplanting Ronald Reagan as leader
:of the conservative wing of the
Republican Party.
, The Illinois congressman jumped
ahead of Reagan and everybody else
last August by declaring his candidacy
for the 1960 presidential nomination.
"I don't mind getting a 96," said
Crane with the smile of man who's just
taken a knife bettveen his shoulder
_ blades.
.
His"wrong" vote was on a motion to
send the New York city aid bill back to
. committee with instnictiohs to have it
provide seasonal,loaris instead of loan
-quarantine. • ...-..._:-%00.--• Aerording to:the ACU _ratings. the
correct vote waS "yes," in favor of
sending it beck t to committee. Supt1 guarantees
. .porters of lo .Xetut
013PfsveMit•-•
*-Thiirairr The
- voted agaMst sending the bill back to
committee. They were joined by hardline opponents of any aid to the, city,
finiong the herd-liners joining pro-sid

•

in the mystery of the lost productivity.
While researchers focus on their
particular research, the explanation
probably lies in various areas.
Plenty of reasons were offered at the
conference: Because of taxes,
government regulation and inflation it
doesn't pay for companies to invest.
And with such economic uncertainty
it's too risky anyway.
And plenty more: Because of strains
on profits, some concerns have cut back
on research and development. Health,
safety and environmental concerns are
draining off capital into financially nonproductive areas.
r
The work ethic was mentioned - do
American workers have the same attitude toward a good day's work for a
good day's pay? Are unions obstructionist? Is management capable?
Ironically, the United States by its
example showed other rtationjd how to
become highly productide. The
Japanese learned best, and during the
past 10 years or so have averaged 8
percent-plus.
The causes of the decline in
productivity are hardly the mystery
they are sometimes said to be. Rather
than being caused by a falloff in hitting
or fielding or pitching, it seems to be
caused by all three.
That is, government, private enterprise and public attitudes all seem to
be involvedand most likely are. Not one
cause,. but a combination of them.
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

Love And A Resourceful Bride
Conquer Balky Father Hurdle
It's not at all uncommon, as we all
know, for a young couple, bent on
getting married,to show up at the home
of a rural West Kentucky preacher and
ask him to perform the ceremony.
It is unusual, however, for two such
young people to show upfar from home
and with all the fixin's of a formal
wedding- a long flowing bridal gown,
veil, tuxedo, flowers and even a filmloaded camera.
That's what happened the other day
out at the Elm Grove Baptist Church on
94_East. Mrs. Albert(June) Crider, who
lives at 416 South 9th Street, tells the
story. It goes like this.
+++
She and Mrs. Charles (Eva Dells
Henry were at the church one afternoon
at work on the church's new directory.
Charles. Lacey, an Owensboro
photographer, was there taking pictures of the members to go into the
directory. Some 10 or 14 were waiting to
have their pictures made or to select
the ones to be used from proof prints.
The pastor, the Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
was out of town when this young couple
appeared at the cherch in the late afternoon with the Rev. L M. Mayer, who
is retired and lives near the church, in
tow. They wanted to be married in the
Elm Grove church.

congressmen on the issue were Crane,
Robert Bauman, R-Md.. and John Ashbrook, R-Ohio, all conservative
Republicans accustomed to 100 percent
Both were dressed in blue jeans, but
ratings from ACU.
they had all the ingredients of a formal
Crane expects ACU to reverse itself
wedding with them,- a beautiful long
when it issttes its ratings for the entire
white bridal gown with the tags still on
year.
It, a veil, a light blue tuxedo, cum"They'll almost have to go back and
berbun and patent leather shoes for
admit their triistake," he said. "After
him, a bride's bouquet of fresh flowers
seeing all the good guys voting for the
and the loaded eamera.
bailout, they should have called and
They were to have been married
checked."
somewhere in Breckinridge County,
But Fran Griffin, press aide for the
apparently in a carefully planned
ACU, said the chairman shouldn't
ceremony, but for some unexplained
complain about his 96.
reason the girl's father wouldn't walk
"I think that Crane should be thrilledthat he got a 96," she said. "It showed
the ratings aren't fixed."
+++
Publisher
Credit for the latest congressional
Wager I. Apperson
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
blow against the English language goes
The Murray Ledger & ?idles IS published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, thrustto Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., who
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgivuig by
invented the word "beratiiIns." Murray Sew.
. Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Clam Postage Paul at
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witness. - Acts 14:17.
Indeed that is why followers of Christ
are left in the world after their conversion.. . to witness to others for Him.
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down the aisle with her. So, they just
and they were a long way from home.
took off, seeking some other church in
which to exchange their vows!
No doubt these young folks were
They had made reservations at the-, happy, excited and much in love, but
Kenlake State Park lodge and simply
it's all kind of sad in a way. There they
headed in that direction. Reaching that
were experiencing one of the most
area, they first went looking for a
memorable days of their lives far from
church,' passed Elm Grove, liked Its - home and alone among complete
picturesque setting and decided that
strangers all because her father had
was the place where they wanted to
refused to walk with her down the aisle.
.start their married life.
ILdbesn't take much to make people
Finding Brother Wilkins out of town,
happy. If there's some kind of a lesson
they were directed to Brother Mayer,
in their experience for us all, I suppose
told him their story and got his consent
that's it.
to-perform the ceremony.
++
Once they had learned the circumstances, Mrs. Crider, Mrs. Young
and the others swung into action to help
with the wedding. The bride, whom
Mrs. Crider described as "a pretty little
thing in her early 20's," was directed to
a Oressing room and helped by several
of the ladies into her dress and with her
hair and veil.
"She was nervous and excited,"
laughed Mrs_ Crider, "but not much
more than we all were."
Some of the men showed the groom
where he could get into his tux, and in
about 45 minutes the ceremony was
ready to begin.
"She wanted to come down the aisle,"
Mrs., Crider said, "and even went out
the back, along the side of the church to
the front door." There she was-met by
Mr. Henry, a deacon in the church and
who just happened to be there. It fell his
role to escort her down the aisle.
Mrs. Crider was asked to fill in as the
matron of honor, but no one was present
who could play the piano. They had to
do without any music.
Lacey, whose company is publishing
the directory, took their camera and
made the pictures "She had promised
her' mother that pictures would be
taken," Mrs. Crider laughed. "I'll bet
they're the only pictures of a -formal
wedding with the matron of honor in a
pants suit."
+++
Within minutes Brother Mayer had
conducted the ceremony and the young
couple were married and waved out to
their car. Before they drove'away, the
groom came running back to hand the
bride's bouquet to Mrs. Crider.
"She wanted me to have it," Mrs.
Crider said, "and when I got home. f
took it and paraded back.and forth' in
front of AMOK,but hellldret even notice
anything out of fhe ordinary. New:-*A
that Just like a man!"
AL first the newlyweds accepted the
members' Iniitiften to affiiiriliFiri
• at Elm Grove the following Sunday, but
an second thought declined. The groom
had to be back on his job iunday Melt

REPRESENTATIVE W. G. (BtIll_
HEFNER (N.C.)"...I would like to take
this opportunity to voice my support for
H.R. 13097, the Medicare Amendments
of 1978, and I also commend the Ways
and Means Committee for the fine job
they have done in developing this bill.
"The Medicare Amendments of 1978
embody a principle that I have long'
supported. We have a very good health
(lire system in this country but in our
Federal programs, such as medicare,
we have not taken advantage of the full
range of quality services provided by
health professionals. This bill goes to
the heart of that problem by making
coverage under medicare more
rational.
"For example, medicare coverage
for ehiropratic services is limited under
curreet law to manual manipulation of
the spine to correct a displacement
which can be demonstrated -by X-ray.
The cast of the X-ray itself is not'
reimbursed by medicare, but the X-ray
is required before other chiropractic
services may be provided.
"This is a faulty policy in two
respects. By not reimbursing the cost of
a mandatory X-ray, the current
program imposes a disincentive for
chiropratic care. Also, by requiring an
X-ray that 'may not be medically
necessary, the patient could be exposed,
in needless ratiation.
•"It makeritttie sense'to Me that we
have been requiring medicare patients
to go to other specialists or through
procedures which may not be in their
be interest in order to be reimbursed •
rofiiieffliiiTaci•MaI can-be pfovided in
a simpler and less expensive manner.
"I sponsored a bill to change this
policy, and I am please that section 22

30,Years Ago-

W. L. Holland, -superintendent of
Fulton City Schools, was named as
president and Eura Mathis of Marshall
County Schools as vice-president of the
First District Education Association at
the meeting held at Murray State
College.
The Rev. M. C. Chao of China will-speak at the Salem and Sinking Spring'Baptist Churches on Sunday, The,
Chinese minister is now studying at the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
Seminary, Louisville.. .
Dr. Ella Weihing, Miss Annie Smith,
Miss Bess Cropper, Miss Ruth Butler,
Miss Ola Brock, Miss Mattie 'rrousdale,
and Miss Lillian Hollowell, all of
Murray, are attending a fall workshop
of the American Association of
University Women at Mammittth Cave
National Park.
Mrs. Gene Allen, the Tormer
Jacqueline Robertson, was honored
with a surprise shower by members of
the American Legion Auxiliary at the
meeting held at the home of Mrs. Alton
Barnett.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds lost
to the Eastern State Maroons by the
score of 6 to 0 in a football game played
at Richmond.

of H.R. 13097 follows the legislation I
proposed.
"It would provide reimbursement
for the cost of an X-ray if, indeed,-an Xray is necessary. In addifion, it would
cover the physical examination and
treatment of a displacement found
through normal clinical procediats
without a mandatory X-ray. •
"I hope this important change will be
enacted into law as quiekly as possible
and urge my colleagues to support H.R.
13097."
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT'
Congress, under Pres. Lyndon B.
Johnson, enacted the so-called
Medicare bill in 1965: After 13 years
there are many changes needed to
correct mistakes in the original
program. It appears that some
congressmen are listening to their
constituents complaints.
•

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
arid- encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published,
Letters should be typewritten and '
doubIe-spaeed whenever possible
-and should be on topics of general
interest.
• .E.:ditoes reserve the right to.,
condense or reject any letter and
liniit frequent writers..
•
*eh:tress-- rorrespenviieste•e • -40-1.Editor, The Murray Ledger 8e,-,
•'Times, Box 32, Murray,-.y.42071.

•
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Home Hints

Fireplaces Primitive, Romantic
SARROW
.

•

AP Newfeatures

The -primitive appeal of a
blaze in a fireplace can inspire
-Mare romance than any other

•-illature of your home.
Yee-gaze into the flickering
flames and become- almost

Ragin-ia-Mind that tbe...blext

(embus both wood and air, the
mixture is a must for combustion.
Air circulation, thin, is a consideration when sou position the •
elligs. For the average fireplace,
three to four logs that touch - • '

Your
H%

slie front of the fireplace. A- slier barrier is a more

costly one with a frame that is
fitted into the fireplace opening.
A aeries at (leaping chains
bled lbe owing ask because
they yiehl dlgatly when struck,
absorb tlersitementum of a fly-

This is the second in a series
of three articles, on the results
of a survey about retirement
housing.)

••

lOngetirrara

h...ft Cif

disagreeable odor

'smoke. Soft woods - pine.
_spruce or fir - burn hot and
Your choice of screen to preMat. They are best used as kin- vent sparks from popping into
dling or combined with harder the room depends on how much
. ,. woods.
you want to spend. The lowest$
Well-seasoned Woods are
priced type is a rigid mesh
rated- No. 1 beeause -di-then' —screen- that IS plireed standing.
$ lower moisture content. And
here's some forest lore. You

t

i
)
. i•
•*

can tell _seasoned wood by the
cracks in the grain. Also, when
you clap two logs together,
there is a hollow, ringing sound.
w 000 is most commonly sold

by the cord, a neatly piled stack
p of logs, but the amount of wood
varies. Probably the least
confusing approach is to buy it
-. by weight and ask if the price
: includes delivery and stacking.
,. .... Next.eccoes.the way_ you lay_

1

; the wood in the fireplace. Having a grate is a good idea ber cause it
i,
elevates the logs above
5 .the firebox .- floor and permits
.
i all-round circulation of air

Q. - • My husband and I are
owners of a hardware store and
we have always endeavored-Inhave shellac on the shelves for
those who .desire the product.
We do have 'difficulty at times
obtimunkthe shellac and some-

loan Smith

From Gallen OtHorne's
-Agent. Ron Talent
DANGER OF WRONG PRICING
Since human nature is pteifictable. there is a better than even chance that youll put the wrong
selling price on your home if you arrive at it your- ▪
self.
You may price' it far above its fair market value
because of sentimental attachment, expenditures
you have made, or by heeding a well-meaning
friend's advice. A home remaining on the market
for months due to over -pricing, fre.oently
becomes i'White Elephant." It eventually setts for a
much Tower figure than it would have brought
originally - had it been priced realistically.
On the other hand, you might under-price it
because of unfamiliarity with the local market. This
would be financial folly. Your safest bet is to SA
your home with a Realtor who will help you price ill
correctlyfrom the start and sell it for the best profit. •

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.

Phone 753-7411 Anytini•

OR
Bill Harrison 759-4531

fuels, wood is a renewable fuel
source. A Federal Energy Administration booklet notes that
America has enough surplus
fuel woods available to heat 33
tollbtai home's all winter. •

Oriunrs

Cynthia Gapihie 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-11567

•
•
•

times we get the 4-pound cut
and sometimes the 3-pound cut.
We arep't quite sure what they
mean. Why is the terminology
"pound" used when we are
dealing with a pint or a quart
04liqui47- And-bow.does one
plain the dilution of shellac of 3
and 4-pound cuts or is that Important anyway'
A. - The term comes from
the amount of shellac gum dissolved to each gallon of pure
alcohol. If 3 pounds of shellac
gum are dissolved, it becomes
a 3-pound cut, and so on. To
convert a 4-pound cut of shellac,
to a 3-pound cut, mix half a
pint of denatured alcohol with
one quarter of shellac. Actually, for most ordinary work, a
50-50..mixture is fine, althmigh
some professionals advocate
twice as much shellac as alcohol. Most wood finishers devel-

HA IOSIV
f MST NAIR

.

.

Q. -- I have been making
wooden storage cabinetifor my •
friends and relatives for several years. Now I am thinking
of going into business for myself. Is there any book that specializes in the manufacture and
sale of cabinets. I
A. - There are books on
making cabinets and many on
how to market products. The
•• only combined storage cabinet
production and sales manual
with which I am familiar is put
out by Long's Cabinets, 1792
Houston Road, Portland, Ore.
97535 The author's cabinet layout graph and calculator have
been selected for use in a major cabinet maker's desire
training program

Older Home Needs
Seasonal Checkups
.

.•

RECALLING LEISURELY LIVING of the past. this two-

master
story house features a Welcoming. porch. The
firsi-fleor-behiwilhebay•windewed
ng
a
is
also
There
upstairs.
are
bedrooms
family
.
.
room, and
separate family room. kitchen and dining room
HA1058V,
2,205-square-foot. For more information on Plan
envelope- to
write -enclosing stamped, self-addressed
Street,
Fenick A. Vogel. architect. Room 505, 48 West 48th
New York, N.Y.. 10036.
-.. . , .

'fiedttiortit9 -Ort the

op their own favorite. mixtures
after a period of time..

Ron Talent

Ron Talent 753-9094

thy- -.source-- - supplemental
heat Unlike oil and other fossil

Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

pianning to go into smaller
houses, rentals, condominiums
and mobilts. homes, 96 gave

their present property taxes as
the chief reason. hit all had a
1,242
who
persons,
retired
reBy ANDY LANG
multiplicity of reasons, inphed to tbe mouths* in a reAP Nesveleatures
eluding a desire for a better chone af the most intereating,„ cent celuron about tetirement
mate, less housework and Brup,
erty chores, a deterioration of
points emerging from a sur-__ __housing, 755 said they decided
the neighborhood, and simply a
vey on retirement housing is , north make a chalariat retirernent time. Of the 604, not yet
that there appear to be two
wish le change their mode of
retired. 264 planned to move
life.
stages in the retirement life of
when one or both quit working.
• many elderly persons, each of
There was little comment
One hundred and twenty-seven
which affects where they reabout the term "senior
expected to buy smaller houses, zen," with three persons
side.
saying
71 hoped to rent apartments; 38 they hated, it, two saying
It was evident from the letthey
w e r e . interested in conters of the retired that not only
had no objection to it and one
dominiums and similar ar- saying that it "matters
do many persons change their
how elrangements, and 10 said they derly people are treated,
minds about their intentions in
not
possibility
into
look
the
would
retirebefore
, the year or two
what they are called." This
homes.
mobile
in
living
of
ment, but many do so after reseeming apathy towards the
tirement, in some cases 5 to 10.
term
years after retirement and in
irntroafrythteo
m
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sw
°moerwgahanttheir
_some eases . before awl after
n
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e
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n
0
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w
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wanteds
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groupya
s
;
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gid rircie
lyper_gso
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s ._.,____
neighborhoods
a
or,
few
-a
t
present
that.
which
al" longinglettergroups
gpec
enetred
san
hoieu
the
ealeaast,
nd in thethe w
ar
'isimportant factor
writers told ofused
betfftriet
oir4
such changes
to
is- the words "senior
deto
rabolepladce
conosi
u)
oavweaya, vo
citizens" in
r W
cha
thng
les fAonheeaolth
oe
f tfhe
Wine':
c
h:u
oialpth
the titles of their organizations.
e werP-Mfttrences -the- clece---wittrawarmer-eliniate,
sion of whether to move, and, if
High on the list of reasons for
so, where. When this chane
not moving from present neighoccurs several years after et:- - borhoods (among both retired
CUSTO, f
tirement, it often forces a
and non-retired i was nearness
.31.! I t..T
to friends and relatives The re- couple, otherwise satisfied with
TC/4.N
their ,
Aireinent _ cbaice -_to
tired generally said they were
c where they avere-M- •
no ft
make a second big move, occaterms of available facilities,
sionally back to an qld neighbut a few said they just didn't
borhood, but more often nearer
like the idea of moving again at
to a relative who can give some
their age.
physical assistance or closer to
Of 1146 non-retired persons
health care facilities.

but dealaiock the flow of air -•
speit_k_,_ preventing penetre
meornerized. Whatever -tensions rumbasaged lire. A Ioglarato•
Woe
feel seemlo.vanish 1/1.11 tbabAbe others. placed at the
•A practical point discovered
sense of seeenity.
rear,can serve as a blacklog. It
If this is your responk\*oust, •
a Tinal "holder" and helps to -by some homemakers involves
the house thermostat which
not alone A recent builders* *radiate the warmth into the
controls the temperature of the
poll showed that among the top
room.
house as a whole by turning the
four features home buyers
Finely splintered kindling can
basement heating unit on or off.
insist upon is a fireplece.
be spread beneath the logs, eiA great number of these 'stets
- The Bureau of Census reportther inside the grate or beneath.
are located in the same room as
ed that fireplaces were built in
-According to the Fireplace
the fireplace, often within 10
52 percent of the new homes Institute, a trade association,
feet. Small wonder that when
constructed in 1975, an 18 per- one should alwajs remember to
heat 49 radiating from the
cent increase over 1971.
open the chimney damper befireplace, the 'stet responds by
If starting the fire hills to
fore lighting the fire. This not
dropping the temperature in the
your lot, you don't need a - -only takes smoke away,-laiit-ierest of the house.
muedsman's wind _badge lti_ "eases Me draw el aft.
This is rived by having an
bindle it. It does take technique
A word of caution. Regardless
eleetrician'move the 'mat to a
and practice, but it follows! of impatience to 410 a blaze
different roam; possibly the
pattern like a recipe for going in a hurry, never use
- dining or family room.
preparing a special dish.
chemicals or "lighter" fuels.
(lioice -of -wood -ta • good It's not worth the danger -elyou need a rationale for
starting point. Hard woods like
enjoying *a fireplace, consider
spreading the fire out of controL
..oak, maple, birch and hickory
energyronservation. It's a worAlso, Most of them have :a

i

If.the letters are an accurate
criterion, this second change
occurs from 25 to 30.percent of
the title,
• 'Back to the statistics: of the

Since the ;;;Of you have installed can be"'eAPeced to
he around for some time, the material and its color
should be chosen carefully. This three-dimensional
asphalt shingle roof in an earthtone color blends
naturally with the fieldstone siding to make the
home appear in tune with the surroundings.

To,sir

C

with the monthly mortgage
payments on your present
home. Add to this the cost
of moving, estimated at
about 10 percent of the cost
of.a new home,and it's easy
to see why so many homeowners are choosing to stay
•
put.
To maintain its value,
however,an older home has
t _he ke tin goodrepair. A
littlePiever ive maintenance, such as twice a year
inspections,indoors and
out, usually provides adequate warning"So 'that you
don-T-Kiire to make spur of
the moment .decisions on
Much needed-re-pairs.
The roof is a good ex'ample. Many a homeowner
ignores the . roOf until it is
shch bad''shape that ,ii
has to be,,replaced as soon,
as possibreke other som- ponents of d home, t
roof'
should be examined.periodical y to determine its,condition. Signs of a roof that-is
in need of replacement -include curled, cracked,faded
and brittle shingles.
If signs of trouble are
spotted early, the honieowner can plan reroofing
just as carefully as any

Q. -- I seem to do well with
most kinds of paint and the
clear wood finishes, but always
have trouble with enamel Is
there some special way of applying enamel with a brush'
A. - If you do well with varrash, use the same method with
enamel. If you brush it out, as
you might do with most paints,
it will tend to become sticky.
Varnishes and enamels have to
be fhDwed on, then brushed
lightly to prevent runs and
sags. If you brush it out too
much, that's when the trouble
starts.

1
1

buicr

1;1RA/frog z•-•

-e56.57

The higher interest rates
other modernization pro)
-44-4/
{
'w---haame-iiiior-444-agoincan be expensive compared ``• '

I

—r' l.z
ati.Akitatoroir

--JRQFJA/154/AJ1T

And there are many deci-.

sions to be made, including

the material to -be used, its
design life; its color and the
cost of reroofing.

SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza
Murray,Ky. 42071

753-4150

Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
*Protection Plan
25 Year Warranty.
•
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available

IOW tete ei eel free ear center et WA. See middle, iweelets ern Ike*
potes *se eames, beer* accessories & weed stem sod ntlitted
K...

Delivers60% more heat
than a conventional
built-in fireplace.

•

•

RED HOTBUYS
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Did you know that a shop- live io a changing society,
ping spree can be an ecologi- one which is ecologically
cal event"
concerned. Pair example. the
• Smart consunTers know .glass containers that held the
that their everyday shopping contents Of last night's dinner
decisions can affect our hold leftovers for tonight's
country's ecology and are dinner and make creative and
turning their buying into useful organizers. vaselr,
bonuses for our environ- candle holders and canisters.
rhent.,Here•s how:
Ii, the Supermarket

,

Consider pvcitaging. We
all rely On convenience foods
to streamline our busy
schecielcs.. But we can shop
ecologically without sacrificing convenience by choosing
packaging made from readily
available materials "home
groom.' in the -United States..
°lass Containers, (or
example,ir
nd .sod arc
ahmadefiniricom

-

Consider recycling. An
"ecological shopper- looks
for products in packaging
that can be recycled easily,
Once cleaned, sorted and
ground up. your juice jar. for
example, can reappear- as a
new and useful container.
The finely ground glass - is
also used in landfill. ,Check
into reeyclifte progrnm. in
fiAtohLyi •

stunE. With santlapienty anti
"'to raise money few a
enough'soda ash to last.an—
•-charity
other 3.0(K1 years, Your pick .or
-.hopping
with
an ,eye to
products
a solid vote fiir ecology As "
"e 4"ItY--""
'
"."
dia,0-- 1well a,quality, tatqe and
and important challenge
And
it's
gratifying
that
each
freshness.
riiofIheeashrcgisterisreg'(awful Containers
istering your etipmirt of our
country's environment!
' Consider &usability: We

......___751.00,___.___dgit,,140AgEd
.

Nat

• Recycling is Rewarding

MAJESTIC
Ar, Arn•wK an Stanlarti Cornparl,

TREAS

tec\
h

BUILDING

CENTER

1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

ARIES
(Mar, 21
Things
you expect
air,
a
socializing
joyable.
TAURUS
tApr. 21

You Can Install Complete

$629°°*

a11Tollfr c-

159-40 6
FREE DELIVER!.
'Cost Rased on Average MN
Nom, Iritle & Preeeing Net laeleded
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Now you can enjoy a crackling wood fire —
anytime — and gain an Important new
heat source.that will help lower your
fuel bills. With Et Majestic°
_
Energy Saving Fireplace...The
only built-in fireplace with a
stainless steel heat exchanger
that returns 60% more heat to .
the room than a conventional
built-in fireplace. And by adding
ductwork and optional fans,
you can send heat from your
fireplace upstairs or into
adjoining rooms.
The Majestic Energy Saving Fireplace'
The beautiful fireplace that works hard
to save you money.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Filmes Drake

_PRICES GOOD.
ONE NIGHT t
L.YL 4.

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER U, 1.978

FOR

What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) v
Things could be livelier than
you expect. Romance is in the
and
air,
unexpected
socializing should prove enjoyable.
TAURUS
(07
Apr. 21 to May •Itt$4
Energy and ambition are at
a peak. Everything stimulates
you to clear thinking and the
making of excellent decisions.
GEMINI-*
4
I May 22 to June 2111
wow's the lime- to put an
important plan into effect.
Business matters should go
smoothly for the next week.
CANCER "
-1June 12 to -Jtdy 23400
Don't let this day be dull and
routine. Look for an offbeat,
activity to make the evening
hours enjoyable and excitingly different.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't spoil a good opportunity by making a hasty
all
Weigh
decision.
possibilities carefully, then
decide which way to go.
.
VIRGO.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 73)1T9%.
Your imagination is at its
peak. A great day for creative
activity. Romance and
socializing also favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct.
Everything can't be exciting, so set aside a block of
time to clear up some of the
dull items on your personal
agenda.
SCORPIO
.
lOct. 24 to Nov.72) Met
Stop taking pride in your
Jack-of-all-trades imar and
zero in on the subject you
know best. Delegate less
important tasks to others.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec 21) 3eiriteV
You're so up today that the
sky seems the limit, but don't
overdo it. Plan restful evening
and concentrate on winding
down and relaxing
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)WSRTI
Take the bull by the horns
and bring up subjects you've
been exploring quietly on your
own. Now's the time to work
ectively with superiors.
AqUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)w
This is a good day to explore
new avenues of activity, investigate interests you've
been thinking about. You need
something different' in your
life.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)X
Be guided by your intuition.
Follow a hunch to the successful conclusion of a
business .deal. Romance is
favored too.

KING--orVALUES

INSTANT CAMERA
EASTERN

CAN OPENER

REG. 8.33
Terrific toppers for
skirts or sT1m- e
pants. Care-free 100%
\ Acrylic in fashion
colors and patterns.
.\Sizes 34-40.

HAND MIXER-7
YOUR
CHOICE

NO
EXTRA
CHARGE
OR LAY-AWAY
- AT BIG KI

-—7-Automatic expoiUre control.
print ejection.
Motorized
Built-in battery tester.
3 PER STORe

REG. 9.88

Choose the handy electric
can opener with knife sharpener and:removable handle;
or the lightweight, easyLIMITJ handling 5-speed mixer.

MOOEL 15-025

LADIES LONG-SLEEVE

MIDLAND
BLACK 8r WHITE

KNIT TOPS

250

LIMIT 1

TELEVISION

REG. 3.66

portable TV.Jeatures AC
operation and instant
-action system. Good
overall picture
quality.
Lightweight

The ever popular long sleeve top
with turtle-, cowl- or V-neckline.
Easy-care_ 100%_ Acrylic in fash- _
ion colors. Sizes S,M,L.

-RE-G-. -79.00

SHARP
LIMIT 1

CALCULATOR

MENS
DOUBLE KNIT

SHARP

88

DRESS SLACKS

43- REG. 8.88

CLOROX

.REG. 9.97
Economical, value-packed; pocket-size calculator with low power consuming, 8-digit LCD,
single-key total memory, percent and square
root keys, and floating decimal. Includes vinyl
pouch, 9-volt battery and instruction manual.

MODEL EL206

Iwo

Classic dress slacks with two
3,f4 top front pockets, 2 back Beason pockets, watch tab with button, split curtain waist, belt
loops and flare bottom. 100%
textured polyester double knit;
in Navy, Brown or Black.

75'
MIN. 516
_ PER STORE.

LIMIT 1

LIMIT 1

YOUR

LADIES'
Embroidered

0A0
Famous name stainless LCD watches with
metal or leather bands.

flower on open toe cotton uppers: cushioned insole. M
0
washable.
%OF chine
In small, medium,
large and x-large.
REG. 2.99

SCUFF

40 PER STORE

LIMIT 1
MIN. 60
PER STORE

• ROARING HOT CYCLE
WITH SIREN

YORK (AP) —

SPARK
PLUGS

trouble when it experiences
any or all of certain kinds of
problems, according to April-

pany.

MODEL 1740

20 PER STORE
MIN. 180 PER-tTORE

2400 PER STORE
10ErTO SELL

LiMIT 1

30 GAL.

TRASH CAN

MODEL 2314

LIMIT 1

00
-REG. 17.97

MISS YOUR PAPE111.
24 PER STORE -

9_9 mom _sat
1-6 Sun, -

LIMIT 1

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

,\djustable seat, real
.vorking push-button
.iren that works on
' "C" cell batteri!?
!lot inc I uded).

REG.
1.11
or
Autolite
AC,
Choose
Champion plugS..

merMarcus, Inc., a
chandising consulting com-

22-0Z.
PALMOLIVE

REG. 14.97

Moths

Business executives tan tel)-when their firm is heading for

Soloserilmoro orbs hove ust
received timer beon•oklivoolli
copy of Tho Wormy l•Igor
Times by $30 p.m, lihmayfriday q by 330 p.m. so falorilopt ore (nod to WI 7$3-1914
Whims"I:36 pm.NS$p.im,
Ohticioy-fttarp, to WO p.n.
, to losers
oml 4 p SlifIP/
Calk
elogropoper.
Me
'Whorl el
Fooif to- Ow* -ty---41tmor
woolidorys to 4 p.m. Sotworpt
,
I•froorooto• &Autry.

REG. 49.88

OR

BAD BUSINESS

cash flow.

--

Kodak
ORBURS

LIMIT 1-

LI141 T

The four most common
signs were listed as inventory
slackening, iticreased
decreased
overhead,
profitability and a letdown in

5 P.M.
MODEL
PIGT:57

YOU BORN TODAY have
an extremely engaging personality. You are very
imaginative and' have an
optimistic and adventurous
approach to life. You are not
particularly attracted to
business and should find your
real success in the arts.
Dance, music, the theater are
all fields that attract' yotk
However, you would make an
outstanding lawyer and could
succeed in public life as a
statesman or diplomat. An
audience turns you on. You
need an outlet for your talents.
You are not aggressive but
will fight for the things you
believe in. Birthdate of Robbins,
JerorrPe
choreographer-director

NEW

STORES CLOSED ALL DAY
WEDS., OCT. 11, UNTIL

18
PER
STORE

She 'dances like a real ballerina when you
told her magic -ccown and push it up.and.
down. Dressed in her cute tutu and spec iar.
dancing shoes-she's 17" tall. Operates on
? "C" batteries, not included.

, Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres Of F.rse...iihting
&pal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rigid: Nosermid

Phone

153-8771

LIMIT 1
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Lc
says Gottfried, is staying 14 of 20 passes in engineering
By TONY WILSON". • Granted, some changes Hudspeth at safety.
Racers' victory over
_ were made to complement the - "Bill(former MSU assistant consistent. That's a tall order the
Sports Editor
lineup is Martinr_will miss the game
starting
the
brother
when
and
his
Hinti
coach)
Maxwell
Steve
Senior
switch.
For a defensive unit of a
by class: nine due to chest injury.
footbalr team to allow an of- moved from linebacker - to John (Murray High coach) broken up
ths replacement will, be
sophomores,
five
freshmen,
the
season
before
told
me
hadn't
he
position
a
x
fense to score 49 points against tackle,
Ray, a freshman who
seniors
.-Ricky
sis
and
it in one game, but only seven played since high school, started that Lindsey would two juniors
limited action thus
seen
has
four
play
to
have
will
,"We
a
defensive
make
great
Marquess
switched
a"-sweek later requires deter, Chuck _
Rushing, a querRoger
beat,
to
far.
•
consistent quarters
ululation, a go-get-erriattitude from tackle tuan end spot, and --back," said Gottfried.
the start of the
at
..terback
(Saturday's
Tennessee
tackles
Seven
Middle
had
Huctspeth
freshman Glen Jones moved
and...a new defense.
rrom safety
move
will
season,
Roy
at
opponent
Morehead decimated the from connierback. to strong and two assists. He'll stay on 7:30 p.m.
quarterback.
backup
tied
to
Middle
Stadium).
him
Stewart
don't
count
defense,
but
Murray State defense in a 416- alTety.
"Roger played a big part for
Greg Evans,-another fresh- out on offense, says Gottfried. one of the strongest teams in
32 Ohio Valley Conference •
defensively Saturday,"
(7ga
us
UT-Chatanoo
south,
more
some
the
may
play
"He
contest on Sept. 30, prompting . man,switched from end to one
Gottfried."He was in on a
said
Gottfried.
he
said
so
talented,
He's
7),"
offense.
The
spots.
cornerback-the
Racer Coach Mike GottfriedotO Of
The offense, possibly more lot of plays."- Jim Dunnaway;
attempt something he had other two deep men were plays either way extremely
the defense, may be a the Murray placekicker, will
than
well."
who
the
began
Powell,
Jerry
never done before. .
mark against Middle. replace Rushing
question
The key to the new defense,
"I felt like we weraate-point season:A% quarterback, at
who completed defensive secondary.
Dickens,
entire
Mike
team,
the
as
well
as
•
Lindsey"
and
and time that we had to do cornerback
something to rally our players
with some confidence," said
Gottfried. So he altered the
defensive unit from. a "50"
setup (five men on the line) to
a "wideztackle six" alignment
six men on tWelIne.
That change proved to be
one he wouldn't regret, as his
Lemon says I go along with.
unit forced four third-quarter
- "My arm is better and were signed as free agents
By the Associated Press
Winning is the bottom line."
.
1.977
season.
fumbles en route to a 21-7
LOS ANGELES -7 Right; stronger than before - the following the
The Yanks àpreciati"
evenly
two
matched
-We're
said
victory over UT-Martin the
(in
1974),"
hander Ed Figueroa, starting operation
_ bat but _aren't _.
Jkw,jfa
'first Win overthe Pacers since
a World Series game one year John, who was-surprisingty teams," arid Netties-.-'=-"
with his glove.
thrilled
relief
a
got
and
out
went
clubs
1975.
later than he expected to, tabbed by Los Angeles skipper
"We've got our best defense
Gottfried won't come right faces left-hander -Tommy Tom Lasorda to get "the pitcher, that's all."
the field-now," said Nettles,
on
may
Yanks
the
However,
defense
new
and say that the
John, whoNvas never supposed opening-game ball.
to Lemon's use of
referring
"I thought they would go not be playing with their fine
caused those fumbles, but he
to pitch again, when the Fall
a DH.
as
Jackson
Willie
baseman
second
the
"At
feels it might have.
Classic opens tonight between with Burt Hooton," said John,
will be the
Lacy
Lee
half ( Murray. trailed 7-6 ), we
the New York Yankees and 17-10 in the regular season and Randolph, who suffered a Dodgers' DH tonight, and he's
clays
11
hamstring
left
out
pulled
a shutout winner over
agreed that we had to go
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
ago. Lemon will make a happy about the job. and make something ohapThis 75th ,anniversary Philadelphia last week.
"A lot-cif guys can't come off
pen," said Gottfried. And
Series, a rematch of last _ John, a loser against the decision before tonight's game the bench cold and keep a
_happen it did. •.
year's showdown won by the Yanks last October and a whether Randolph or rookie rally
but.1.can,".teey....
-Ther.fifith• 'Tumbles kept 'Yanks
- fiflièi' Arnerican Leaguer second- baseman Brian Doyle
six games,
'
said.
N. •
Martin from threatening the
seeds in an ancient subway with Chicago, says his record will be on the Yanks' 25-man
Jackson's five Series
rest of the game, while
rivalry that often pitted the against New York over the roster.
their
"I'm hoping and praying for homers last year left
Murray added two touch-. Bronx Bombef-s against the years is around .500."With the
Dodgers,
the
on
imprint
said
recovery,"
quick
third period to
j
White Sox, how could it have a
downs in that
Brooklyn Bums.
particularly slugger Steve
decide the contest and give the
the been good?" he said with his Randolph. "I busted my biitt
State's BM
Series,
of
Murray
the
eve
the
before
On
off
this
pass
get
to
manoged
enfant
Samay
quarterback
who whacked four
Garvey,
- AllY4liartia
sit
to
want
don't'
I
all year.
Racers their second victory in
Murray to a 21-7
Dodgers have lost one of their usual smile;
Philadelphia
against
Shama could reach him, but a new defensive alignment by the Racers helped
homers
Neither the Yankees nor the down now. I want to be there."
five games.
most beloved members. Jim
Staff itoWr roily witsce
.
week.
last
viehay Uteri*.
Mr.
Jackson,
Reggie
Gilliam, who spanned the Dodgers look like the Sox on
"That was the greatest
Brooklyn ,and Los Angeles the field. In fact, they look October, whose three con- individual performance in a
only
his
on
runs
eras as a player and a crater, very much like the Yankees secutive home
pressure situation I have ever
died Sunday night of cardiac and Dodgers of 1977,. The only three swings in last year's seen," said Garvey.
be
.will
6,
arrest. • The Dodgers are major differences are the dramatic Game
But the Dodgers say last
dedicating the Series to additions of a quality relief swinging a bat again .but year doesn't mean anything
said,
week,
last
resignation
inhis
use
sometimes
to
probably won't get
where last season - the best defense,
Gilliam, whose funeral will be pitcher for each club.
By the Associated Press
the Series opens tonight.
'We were not embarrassed.
consistent this season.
Rich Gossage, AL leader in glove. He'll be the Yanks' when
MIAMI - Don Strock has of his career-ended.
Wednesday.
beat us in every
"They
of
lot
a
had
has
team
"This
AL
the
Davey Lopes, the Dodgers' sayes with 27, and Terry designated hitter,
hardly been a Cinderella story___ "It felt great to be in there.
"It was a great defensive things happen to it. Something
phase of the game last year,"
in
used
be
will
which
wrinkle
fireman
top
Dodger
throw,
Forster,
as the Miami Dolphins' I'm able to set up to
effort. I enjoyed it standing on happens and you say,'There it fiery second baseman, warned
said Lopes. "They were the
newsmen not to emphasize the with 22 saves, are former the Series this year.
quarterback, but he can take _ and the knee feels tine. It's the sidelines watching. It was
best team. But that was last
on
-work
goes
it,"
about
crazy
not
"I'm
Sox
the
White
with
teammates
team's memorial to Gilliam.
pride in his accomplishments hard to answer Noir-much the aggressive, swarming
year."
'
he
said.
that,"
what
"If they beat us, they beat and Pittsburgh Pirates .who said Jackson. "But
as the clock nears midnight in more time I need, but it's defense we felt we had all
story,"
old
the
same
"It's
Mainly just timing now," said along, but it was a long time
us cause they're a better
his starting tenure.
Ken
quarterback
said
.team," said Lopes, one of the
Strock tossed two touch- Griese, who quarterbacked coming," he said.
Anderson. "We're making
Dolphins' final two
heros in the Dodgers' fourdown passes Monday night iorU
Bengals' mistakes and stopping our- - game National League playoff
Rice,
Homer
'
possessions.
Bob
tackle_
nose
and
selves."
Coach Don Shula said he coach' Since Bill - Jotuison's
victory over Philadelphia.
Baumhower returned a
Thursday
until
decide.
won't
toucha
for
yards
"The death of Jim Gilliam will
13
fumble
have nothing to do with it."
down as the Dolphins blanked whether Griese will start at,
• Third baseman Graig
the winless Cincinnati Bengals San Diego Sunday, but added,
It goes without saying how
Nettles, whose fourth-game
21-0 in a National Football
League game.Strock, who has good it was to see No. i2-barele
MIAMT.(AP)- After being chinmeplated pistol loaded -190mer and sparkling glove
been booed at each Miami on the field."
shooed away twice from the with copper-jacketed, hollow- work sparked the Yanks to a
Griese's return to the Miami Dolphins' benchi a man point bullets. Such a bullet is third straight American
home game, yielded to Bob
starting position will mean claiming to be an atomic made to pierce a hard surface League playoff triumph over
Griese in the fourth quarter.
. Kansas City, suggested that
The crowd greeted Gnese, Strock's return to the bench, engineer was charged with and then mushroom.
making his firstJappearance where he's languished for carrying a concealed .44-It was a working gun." the Dodgers' testament to
since a knee injury in the final most of his 5-year career.
caliber Magnum in the Orange Reed said. "I took the am- Gilliam might work against
"I've made my share of Bowl where'55,000 fans munition out and dry-fired it them.
exhibition game, with a
"They might have that on
thunderous ovation. Griese mistakes, but the offense was gathered to watch a National to see. It worked." opened with a 17-yard pass moving tonight.'Our goal has Football League game.
their minds so much, they
Sgt. Robert' Evans, in
might forget what they have to
completion, finished with two been to make the playoffs. As
Police Sgt. C.W. Reynolds charge of the polfce detail at
of four passes made, and fay as who's qearterback, that said security guards twice had the football stadium, said the do on the field," said Nettles.
Victory is the only thing on
indicated tis ready to pick up doesn't make any difference,
warned the man, who iden- man didn't threaten anyone.
Strock said.
minds of tonight's starting
the
fired.
were
shots
No
tified himself as Mark Scheff
He reflected, "We're 4-2 and Abrams, 23, of Miami Lakes,e
pitchers.
"I can see it on national
we're tied for the lead. I kept to leave the Dolphins' bench TV," Evans said. "This guy
Figueroa, a born-again
us in the race. I've got to be area at the 50-yard line before starts shooting Dolphins. pitcher since Bob Lemon
happy about that."
replaced Billy Martin as the
the start of the Monday night Here's a stadium full of
Strock completed 12 of 20 game between the Dolphins people, the. guy's running
Yanks' manager at midpasses for 154 yards against an the Cincinnati Bengals.
around with a fully loaded season, credits his new boss
Linebacker Tony Boone and safety Roger Rushing (12) watch the action during Murray's 23-9 victhe Bengals. As he was being
with turning his and the .
A youth who had been sitting cannon."
over Evansville on Sept. 9. Boone recovered two fumbles to help Murray State to a 21-7 victory
hit by Reggie' Williams in the behind the bench spotted
Abrams told police that he team's season around.
-tar, over UT-Martin last Saturday. Rushing, normally in the defensive secondary, will back up
first quarter, he hit on a 4-yard patrolman Robert W. Reed in was an atomic engineer with
Figueroa, 20-9, worked more
Ricky Ray at quarterback against Middle Tennessee Saturday.
scoring strike to Duriel the end zone and told the the Atomic Energy Com- regularly under Lemon, and
the
Harris.
he will be debuting in
canine officer that he saw a mission, which has been
The Dolphins took a 14-0 man who appeared to be reorganized and renamed to
World Series and facing the
lead in the second quarter on a_ carrying a gun.
Dodgers in real_ competition
the Nuclear Regulatory
77-yard Pottstown-to-Pittston
for the first time.
Commission.
. Copes horn our new,
Reed hurried over with his
pass. Strock is from Pott-I was supposed to pitch the
Reed said Abrams carried
Rano«
• stotoSt 696 Co Copes are
PEST CONTROt
stown, Pa., and the recipient, dog and found Abrams with no identification. And at the sixth game (last year)," said
• lentething else They're
ASSOCIAT000
another
and
rookie Jimmy Cefalo, is from Reynolds
suburban address the suspect the first and. only 20-game
..aach, Piaci Solids are
patrolman.
Pittston, Pa.
listed, the resident answering. winner from Puerto Rico. "I
COMpletelyillie41' Some at
"I tried to pat him down," the telephone said Abrams
Strock has thrown nine
walked away (left the team1
t they look arif they ve been
Reed said. "I lifted the jacket was unknown- in the com- because of the way Billy
touchdown passes.
; printed See lot yourself. 110
"I thought he made a lot of and there was the gun. He munity. "
treated me. He told me I
good plays overall. He missed went to grab it. My, dog
would pitch and I didn't.
The weapon was registered
MWHOcm.COOMWmc.
a couple people and that kept jumped at him and he threw to Mark Babrams. Reed said
"After Billy resigned, Bob
him from . an outstanding his hands up and I tdok the gun police had deduced the "H" Lemon came. Then we
performance tonight," Shute away."
became a family."
was a typographical error in
Abrams was charged with the records.
said of Strock.
John's head has always
is one of the best times to
his
The irictory kept Miami tied carrying a concealed weapon.
been squarely on
Police said that when they
1N ,
,
COMU.0
with New England at 4-2, atop a third-degree felony, and was tried to take him-off the field shoulders, it's his arm that
spray under and around your
the American Football Con- being held at the Dade County he said he was a friend of has needed help. A unique
116NORnOTH
home. bugs, spiders, all kinds of
ference Eastern Division. jail.
Mercury Morris, tk former tendon transplant turned a
was a
weapon
The
16AYFIELD
Shuts was encouraged by his
star running back for the disabled pitcher into a
insect's and pests are looking for a
scientific miracle.
Dolphins.
place to hiberndte-under Your

Strock's 2 TDs Doom Bengals

Shooter?

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

your home? -

NOW

home. It's warm, they are out of

Less than
two weeks!
- in less than two weeks the other-TWIN-wilt-be -opening its doors in Murray. Look for more -- infotitieion.
-

Brewers'Bomberger
Named Top AL Skipper
with eight votes.
ST. LOUIS LAP) — George
Bamberger, in hisfirst year
Milwaukee
the
of
Bamberger
ass
manager,took over a club
Brewers has been named
finished 33 games out of
that
the
of
Manager
Major League
last year and took it
place
_first
Veer
place in the American
third
to
•
magazine.
.
league's Eastern Division
louls-based with a 93-69eecord.
St.
The
magazine said Bamberger
prior to joining . the
--Yetvietei ttvoterawienithe4.-—Brewers; Se 'ben grt had—
major league managers been a pitching instructor and
polled i3ob -Lemon tbe New ...coach with the Baltimore
York Yankees was runnerup Oriolcs since 1964.

the bad weather this makes a
perfect home for all kinds of in
Do not delay, Call today.

know'- that tersleep'. They
.never
mites
work. .24 hours a day
year-twound -Prevention ts far Eheapter Than Repair
Do Itou

/

•

•.•I ••

On./..V.O/M10.4.44,1
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.*
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Junior High
Games Set

engineering
;ictory over
sa the game

ent will be
eshman who
i -action thus ling, a querstart of Mee rrom safety
rback.
a big part for
Saturday,"
He was in on a
n Dunna way,
tekicker, will _.
ing in Abe_
Lary.

ht

;o along with.
Dttom line."
appreciate
_ but aren't
glove.
ir best defense
"said Nettles,
?.mon's use of

will be the
night, and he's
job. can't come off
i and keep a._.
.
I can,'

five Series
ear left their
the Dodgers,
;lugger Steve
whacked four
t Philadelphia

the • greatest
'onnance in a
ion I have ever
vey.
lgers say last
nean anything
; opens tonight.
us in every
me last year,"
rhey were the
t that was last

There's a doubleheader
in store_ for football fans et
Ty
Holland Stadium
. In a Itailar-hte
game, the Murray Middle
eight-graders take on
North ,Calloway at 5 p.m..
At 7 p.m., the Murray High
"B" team, composed of
sophomore and junior
gridders,tackles Cairo,Tit
In -other junior hitch
games
today,
East
Calloway travels to North
Marthall for a 6:30 p.m.
contest, while Southwest is
at Benton for another 6:3(1
game,

By TONY WILSON
Sports F4l1ter
REIDLAND, 1(y. - Two
players who the coaches
weren't even sure Would play
contributed a touchdown run
and a key pass interception
. duriftg ..the _Calloway County
junior varsity squad's 14-12
victory over Reidland Monday
night,

really injuring hirdself."
4110 string of three contests in
"Reidland, leading 12-6 after eight days, but amazingly,
a five-yard touchdown run Outland said, his players
with 4:07 left in the "third didn't seem tired. "They were
quarter, outgained the Lakers ilittle flat on Reidland's first
series, but after that, they
on the greund 143-109. .
But Shane Morton, a looked pretty sharp."
sophomore halfback, scooted' Canady led the defensive
in from five yards with less squid with five tackles and
than-two minutes left in the two assists. Mike Shipwash
petiod to give Calloway the had four and three, followed
by Richard Young, Marty
John Canady, a senior eventual winning points.
McCui.stion, Tim McAlister
•
"That
kid
has
really
come
halfback and defensive back
and Fike, all with three and
who injured a knee in the alive for us," said Outland.
two.
Outland
was
pleased
wq
Lakers' loss to MartinCalloway hosts Fulton City
the
even
distribution
of
yards
Westview Saturday, rambled
Monday in a 7 p.m. fame at'
gained,
by
his
backs.
Roy
three yords for the first
Roy Stewart Stadium, then
Calloway score to give his Williams had 38 on seven
closes its season at Camden,
carries,
followed
by
Mickey
team an 8-6 lead. .
(lam_
Butterwerth___with-37,.-Canady-Tim Fetter;
taker-GrviltAiti
with
211,--and
Bryan
with
n.
defensive end, came up with a
Stotistice
"That's
the
kind
of
thing
that
a
crucial interception with-only7
Downs
9
two minutes left in the game to coach really looks for," said RFirst
u.shes-yds
36-109
35-143
priwo
kill _a Reidhind coraPhar•h_bid Outland.
lit
Another timely -difensive Total OffenseOffense
151
127
and help the Lakers to their
1.-24
play for the Lakers came Passes
Second win in eight tries.
Punts-avg.
4-26.0
3-28.0
•
earlier in, the fourth period. Pint returns . 3-4
4-46
returns 3-24
3-53
"Canady had that bruised Tommy Fike fell on a Kickoff
Penalties-yds
8-65
14-108
knee, and Feltner had some Reidland fumble on the Nimble's-lost
3-1
3-1
badly bruised ribs," said Calloway 40 to wipe out
'
Conaway Individual
Jean-Coach Stan Outland, -butIt" -anotherGi eytiuuiidtha eat.
Mitkey Butterworth, 5-37, Brad Bryan,
takes more than that to keep
Outland was happy with his 6-23: Roy Williams, 7-38; Shane Morton,
team's performance, except 3-9, Mark Herndon,2-1.
those guys out."
Passing- Brad Elry,-an, 1-2(18 yards
Canady sustained the injury for
Reigland's
first
Receiving - Tim McAlister, 1-18.
Tackles, .assists leaders - John
In the third quarter of the 28-0 possession. ''From our 29, we
Canady, 5-2; Mirk Shipwash, 4-3;
loss to the Chargers and it was had‘
30 yards in penalties that Richard Young, Marty McCuistion, Tim
felt there was a good really gave Mem their first McAlister, Tommy Fike,3-2.
, Fumble recoveries - Fike, 1.
possibility he would miss last touchdown," -Outland said.
Interceptions-yards - Mtn Feltner, 1-It's a good thing that, once a 5.
night's game.
' New They Scared
"He was wearing a heavy team gets close to the goal
RED - 3 run, conversion run failed:
knee brace when he fell line, a penalty only advances 5:20, 1st,.
tanady: 3 HA; MICICty 7-Saturday," said assistant' the ball halfsViif
ButtErworth, run :34, 1st.,
or they would have
Coach Joe Stonecipher. "The zone
RFD - 5 run; conversion-pass failed:
4:07, 3rd.
doctor said that was the only scored that way."
CAI. - Shane Morton, 5 run; conThe game completed a - version run hoe& t:50,3rd.
thing that kept him from

By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky.- From
the ashes of a 30-0 thrashing
by Penn State, Kentucky
linebacker Jim Kovach has
found a cause for celebration.
If he is right,the Wildcats' 1-21 record marks a turning point
for the season.
On the surface, Kovaeh

would seem hard pressed to
find anything encouraging in
.
Saturday night's loss.
The Nittany Lions asserted
themselves quickly with a pair
of first-quarter touchdowns
that locked up their sixth
victory in as many games.
drew
Kovach
But
enouragement from. the

Ifers 4th
NASHVILLE - Brian
McDonald's 73 paced the
Murray State golf team to a
fourth-place standing after the
first round of the Opryland
Intereollegiate at the Nashboro Village Golf Club Monday.
McDonald's one-over total
placed him fourth in individual standings. As a team,
the Racers trail only Eastern
Kentucky (294), Western
Kentucky (299) and Austin
Peay (302) with 8304 total.

Other teams and their
scores are Middle Tennessee,
309; Morehead, 311; Tennessee Tech, 313; UTChatanooga, 3197-and Georgia
States 3_21.
The other Murray golfers
and their scores are Larry
Patton, 76; Bill Berg, 77;
Danny Coulombe, 78 and Tim
Jackson,79.
The individual leader is
Eastern Kentucky's Greg
Waggoner with a 70. The final
18 holes are set for today.

Dolphins,
Cowboys Win

The Flyers' Jason Sammonslfrom left), Jimmy Baker and Chad Lawson go after a goal while Rom goalie Aaron Barrett defends.
Watching is the Rams' Casliy Schumacher. The Flyers defeated the Rams 4-1 in 3rd and 4th-grade soccer action Saturday at the
rs:iipeped
an Georg
thee
hoto
Itsurtidcy Ricpice
, imd
Murray-Calloway County Pork In games last night, the Rowdies heat the ?Aureola
_ •
Cosmos 2-1.

ith Death Of Gilliam,Pee Wee
Reese Is Last LA Infielder Of '50s

Though hisBroneoslost
to the Dolphins 6-0 in
rtime, Coach Tommy'
Rushing was still proud of
his unit _particularly Tim
Burchfield and Jimmy
Kelly.
"Burchfield had a large
number of tackles, and
Kelly played very well on
both offense-and defense,
-RuStatig said.'
Tied 0-0 at the end of
regulation, the Broncos got
a chance to score first from
the 10-yard line of the
Dolphins. They failed, and
on the Dolphins' second
offensive play, an end
sweep gave them the
in
toth
rye.
vic
second contest,the
Cow
-boys reiruilded the drilY
undefeated team, upping
their record to 4-0 with a 21whipping of the Steelers.
_ -

second, third and the outfield
League.
"Junior - he was a great as the first black in the
majors, was almost blind
one."
Campanella received the ,when he.died in the fall of 1971.
news as he and his wife were First baseman Hodges died of
preparing to fly here for a heart attack at spring
Gilliam's passing was t°night's opening World Series training in 1972 while.,
particularly hard on Campy,a game between the Dodgers managing the New York Mets.
longtime personal and family and the New York Yankees.
Third baseman Cox recently
friend, the once rugged alldied of-cancer.
"We had our annual reunion
star catcher who himself now
Campanella was signed by
is confined to a wheelchair, his this summer," Campy said, the Dodgers in 1946 and sent to
By Tbe Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The
hands and legs paralyzed by "Mr. O'Malley (Walter Nashua, N.H., moving from
college football p011., with
Associated
an automobile accident in O'Malley, chairman of the -there to Montreal and finally first-place Press
events that followed,including
votes in parentheses, seedann
together
us
all
gets
board)
-•
1958.
to Brooklyn. Gilliam came to records and total points. Points baneful
Penn State's.inability to score
4410-19-18-17-16-1614-13-12-11-10-94-7 447
once a. year. Juni° washere the Dodgers in 1953.
more than a Matt Bahr field
'I knew Jenior - that's
2.1.
spiriSorwere most
great
In
"I'll never forget that first
1.0klabama (62) 5-0-01,248
goal over the next two periods.
what we always called him
2.southeen Cal (5) 4-0-01,144
of the other' ys."
spring," Campy recalled.
"It's an intangible. It's
- •
because he looked so young1.Arliansas (3) 4441,071
something I can't really extie iPeres State (3) 6441,071
speaks 'Manager' Charlie Dressen
Campanella
when he was 15 years old,
4441,040
5.Michigan
meeting
and
called
a
squad
plain, bin this was what the
playing in the Negro National feelingly but without maudlin
6,Texas A&M 444031
announced
that
Gilliam
would
needed
to
get
its
defense
7.A.Mbama-- --4-84111
League,' he said. "Junior, sentimentality of the-chairs
4-14743
play second and Robinson
4.Nebraska
confidence back," said
Joe Black and I all came up that were not occupied.
11.Pittsburgh 444733
move
otter
to
would
the
third:
Kovacte "When they scored
together from the Negro.1 Robinson, who played
544000
--10.Marytand
"All of us were stunned.
11,Loulaiana State 444635
quickly on us twice, I thought,
3-14697
12.Texas
Robby was a legend. Robby
'Here we go again.' But we
544571
.13.Colocadc
didn't like it much but that's
came alive after that and we
4-1-0452
14.1JCLA
the way it was. Gilliam did a • 15.Flocida St. 41-0226
were playing right with them
14.0hio Steal
-711-113t
great job. He was voted
for a long time.
3-1-0124
17 Houston
=- • 111.Stanford 2-24115
Rookie of the Year."
"I kept saying,'C'mon now,
2-2-0110
19.14iseauri
Campanella said Gilliam
this is enough. This is the
30.1owa State 4-1-0101
was one of the best leadoff
Kentucky defense.' And we
hitters in the game yet. In
finally started
playing
which tied for No. 3 with 1,071 on to No. 9, and Maryland later years, he batted behind
By the Associated Press
aggressive, Kentucky footAfter losing to Oklahoma on points and three first-place climbed from 12th to 10th with Maury Wills to help Maury
By the Associated Press
ball," Kovach said. "We were
Saturday, Texas Coach Fred- votes apiece. Arkansas _a 31-7 shellacking of North become the best base-stealer
KANSAS CITY,, Mo. making aggressive tackles for
State.
Carolina
_
Akers voiced the opinion that crushed Texas Christian 42-3
of his clay.
George Donald, a sophomore
the first time in a long time."
The Second Ten consists of
the Sooners, indeed, were while Penn State trounced
"Junior had a tremendous running back at Elmhurst, has
Indeed,
Penn
State
Texas;
State;
Louisiana
deserving of the nation's No. 1 Kentucky 30-0.
strike zone," Campy added. been named the National
managed just one Matt Bahr
ranking.
Michigan didn't get any Colorado; UCLA; Florida "He could keep one eye on Association for Intercollegiate
field goal over the next two
The Sooners solidified their votes for first place this time State; Ohio State; Houston; Maury and foul balls off all Athletics' offensive player of
quarters and .was held
position atop of the The and accumulated 1,040 points. - Stanford; Missouri and Iowa day until Maury got a good the week for his performance
scoreless at one stretch for
The defeat by Oklahoma State.
Associated Press poll Monday
lead off base. Junior was in a 38-12 victory over Millikin
nearly 34 minutes.
by collecting 52 of 63 first- cost Texas A six-place drop in
totally unselfish.Saturday.
"It just happened," Kovach
standings - the
place votes from a nationwide the
said. "We came alive. Penn
panel of sports writers and Longhorns falling from No. 6
State is a great team, but we
to No. 12. Southwestern
'broadcasters for 1,260 points.
stayed right with them. From
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.(AP)That widened their lead Conference colleague Texas
LI
here on out. I know we can do
over Southern Cal's Trojans, MM,meanwhile, moved up a Coach Bear Bryant says three
who were idle over the notch to No. 6 with 931 points of his Alabama -standouts
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
weekend. The country's No. 2 following a 384 rout of Texas were injured in last week's
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. fle.tl iormslik
game with Washington, but he
ec .
No Charge by us.
team received five first-place
Natiosal Football League
At A (Nance
Alabama climbed a spot to has hopes they'll be back
votes and 1,144 points. Last
Price same as direct.
By Tr Associated Press
For Information and
beating before the week is over.
after
7.
- -week, Oklahoma's lead was No.
Americas Coudereace
Travel Literature call
Washingion 20-17; Nebraska
East
1,226-1,166.
Bryant listed running back
W L T Pct. OF PA
Michigan dropped from 'moved fwo spots to No. 8
753-GOGO (4646)
Miami
4 2 0 417 141 64
Tony
Nathan, defensive tackle
following a 23-0 beating of
NeaErigland
4 2 0 .667130 l07 - third to fifth desbite a 21-17
•whit. Nouse Office Building,
Marty
Lyons
and
defensive
3 3 0 .900136 171
N Y. Jets
711 Nair Street
previously undefeated Iowa
victory
over
Arizona
and
Baltimore
2 4 0 333 95 166
end E.J. Junior among the
Pittsburgh
whipped
State;
relinquished
spot
to
the
0
.333127
156
Buffalo
2 4
walking wounded.
Central
Arkansas and Penn State, Boston College 32-15 and held
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES - "That
makes four.'Now Pee Wee is'
the last one of the infield that's
still living," Roy Campanella
said sadly.
The ranks of the fabled
Summer,
"Boys
of
memorialized in Roger
Kahn's excellent book on the
old Briloklyn Dodgers, were
further thinned overnight
Sunday by the death of Jim
Gilliam, former second
baseman and a coach for 13
years of the team that found a.
new home in Los Angeles.
Death now has taken four
members of that great
championship team of the late
19404 and 1950s - Jackie
Robinson, Gil Hodges, Billy

Cox and Gilliam, all infielders
- leaving Pee Wee Reese as
the lone infield survivor.
Reese ifs -a --businessmanLouisville, Ky.

The Top-20

Donald Named

'Boma Hurting

SPECIAL

ey's 23-9 victo a 217 vicwill back up.

Captain D's.

FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY

Pittsburgh
Clevelatid
Houston
Cincinnati

INTIM

en-40.
•

•
Cl•l0141
•

•

41-7%13914

6
4

0
2

0 1 003 151
0 .087107

63
00

3 3 o loo 93 190
o 6 0 000 66 134

West
Denver
4 2 0 667 101 71
Oakland
4 2 0 .067115 94
3 3 0 .500116 134
Battle
2 4 0 3331W 120
San Diego
167 94130
Kansas City
1 5 0
Natketal credereece
East
Washirigton
6 0 0 1 000 132
4 2 0 IV 130
Dallas
N Y Giants
3 3 0 .080808'
Philadelphia
3 3 O .866111
St louis
0 6 O
*6.
GEMS
flreas flay1- 1-11131127
Clamp I
0 .36610
3 3 0 .066130
Miamig901
3 3 0 .300 V
Imp@ Bay
1 5 0
167 71
Detroit
West
6 0 0 1 000 116
Lim Angeles
2 4 0 .333 75
Atlanta
New (It-leans
2 4 0 333 121
167 17
San Francisoo 1 5 0
Sunday's Games
Pittaburgh 31, Atlanta 7
New York Jets 46, Buffalo 14 .
New England 24, Philadelphla-14
Washington 21, Detroit 19
:Baltimore 30, Bilotti(' 17
GreenPiay 21, Chicago 14
Cleveland 24, New Orleans 16
Tampa Bay 30, Kansas City 13
Dallas 24, New York Giants 3
San Diego 23, Denver 6
Oakland 71, Hourtors 17
Seattle S. Minnesota 00
AO Angeles 27, San Francisco 10
Menders Game
Miamt 21, Cincinhati
Suaday, October Is
Detroit at Atlanta ,
New Fadand st rine:WW1
Patellar.at Cleveland
Seattle vs Green Ray at Milwaiiker
Tarripo Ray at New York Giants
Washington at Philadelphia
•
fitiffidirt atflowesal
Dallas at elloals
New York Jets at Baltimore
at Oakland
Kansas
antii-ait.
Mani at San Diego
New Orleans at flan Fraareir
`. tsweay,October la
Chicago at Denver

How many tones nava you becollye,totally frustrated with the quahty of on 'tern, found
that the service wet sot al promised, your elected council lust risesed totes again .
pick
topic
And to make it till worse

you, complaints' continuously loll on deof ears.

It happens to oll of us every day, but that's no consolation to you You ore mod and
_
wont sat attiol New!
Ever canticles your newspapei as a place to turn to? rent of thousands of ieaders or-roSt
the country:sja.through the Letters to the Editor,. Action Lines, Consumer columns
and we get results as well on.warning others. to osoid niteslo, pirfolls

1.‘1.1 i0 THFMURRAY.Ky..LEDGER & TIMIr.ruse
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Deadline Nears
Prospective teachers who

r

PUBLIC NOTICE

November administration.

Registration
to take the National
forms and.
T,000
:yer ExArrunatiD1111 art „10atrUctigha_may_ba_abtained.- —There will bs reading of Ordinance
Nov. 11 at Murray State from Dr. Bill Allbritten at the
The, Mfirray High Schoo University have less than two Counseling and Testing Center
City of Hazel, Non-discriminatory
advanced science class taught weeks to register with at Murray State or directly
Housing Ordinance, Oct. 19, 1978
by
Lloyd Hasty recently Educational Testing Service from
National Teacher
visited
Western
and Nov. 6, 1978 at 7 PM, at the
Kentucky iETS) of Princeton, NJ.
Eaarninations, El's, Box 911,
University for Science Day, a
Princeton,
N.
J,,08541.
Hazel City Hall.
Dr.. Bill Allbritten, director
series 91._.progronito and
On-the-spot registration will
the Counseling and Testing,
of
displayji _gat up by the
not be permitted.
State, said
6. HELP WANTED
.2. NOTICE
university staff far high Center at Murray
Once registered, encb
- registrations should be mailed
schools from the area.
PART-TIME job toP perton
candidate.
will
an
receive
in time to reach EIS no later
wih • medical background to
The Murray High group
admission
ticket
and,
do medical xms for in
19- when regular
heard explanations and saw -than Oct.
notification of the exact
sure nce companies. 502-737 ...
registration closes.
Fact
2298.
demonstrations of the electron
plan

--

location of the center at which
to report. Those taking the
Common Examinations will
report at 8:30 a.m. and finish
about 12:30 p.m., while Area
Examinations are scheduled

microscope, a plagetarian, a - A penalty fee of 05 is
chemical magic show, an charged
for'.'registrations
analog computer demon- received at ETS after Oct. 19
strating a lunar landing, but
Oct. 25.
to
prior
human genetic counseling and
Registrations will not be
a quicksand demonstration.
accepted after Oct. 25 for the
In addition to - those picturAlso _attandin,g were:.

from 1:30 to about 4:15 p.m.

Free Gift
Wrapping
13 A

STUFFERS AND mailers
Urgeotly Needed! $25 per
GUARANTEED
▪ hundred
Send self-addresied stamped
envelope, TI('' Enterprise,
Box 21679, Denver, CO80221
WANTE1:k LADY TO stay
with_ elderly lady,. Call 7531841-or 153-8933.
couwreit--gfri
. WANTED VIM.
Amur in
n
pdi"son. Pat phone calls
Dixie
plias*.
Creamh
boughnut-11:636-CheTtniriSt.--4`
- WANTED: Waitress in134
cook. Apply in person at
Rest.,
1206
Trenholms
Chestnut.
le. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
EXTRA HOURS earns you'
$500 per 1000 stuffing envelopes with our circulars.
For information write: S & S
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler
Rd,Middletown, Ohio 45042.

Spectalt At

Starks Hardware
171.h& Poplar 753-1227
•
'FftEEPARICING!
1

Pat Whitlow,Stacey Overbey, •
DitbklienrY,Ithyba Griffith,
Mike Pitts, Mike.Bradshaw,
Dist Lssts LANt

— Dr. T.
.
genetic coun. A. Yungbluth, who Ur..cussed-human
.seling %sith the group is shown talking to science teacher Lloyd Hasty, Holly Lamastus,
and Debbie Geurin.

Mark Young, Chuck
Brad
Kelly,,
Dwayne
Dyciis,
David
Willoughby, Harry Fannin.
Teachers attending were
Charlotte Barker, Peggy
Brown and Mr. Hasty.

Taylor., Jffy

COMBINING
SOYBEANS
474-2384
——
Swimming
Pools

Mutinies
DEAR ABBY: I am Wife No. 2. My husband's previous
marriage ended in divorce seven years ago.(They had three
children.)
My husband's ex-in-laws recently invited hiln (and me)to../.
their 50th wedding anniversary party. He accepted evxn
•

though he has not been part of their famiky for seven years.
• Or course. VS—ex-wire And their Children were ,,at this
party. When Wife No. 1 asked my husband if-he would mind

posing for some "fatitily" pictures with her, their•children
and the grandparents, my husband agreetywillingly, as
though they were still one.big happy family"!
1 did well to attend-this party without having tO sIF
-on the sidelines while my husband posed for "family
photographs" of a family he is no longer a member of.
Was I, Wife No. 2, out of line'to object to the picture
taking bit under the circumstances?
WIFE NO.2

Western

iNSPECT MICROSCOPE — Debi Henri, and Mr. Hasty Ilspect an electron microscope during the- Science Day
vait.

DiSPLAi — Reed Hainsworth looks over a display in the
Planetarium during a Murray High science class visit to
Western Kentucky University.
Photos By Debi Henry

PEANUTS

CI.T FEELS NICE

DO YOU
IT'S
CARRY THAT WkRD TO
at-ANKET EXPLAIN
D7

liAN

HOW DO I LOOK

MM---I LOVE
A-LPHABET
• SOUP

Baducah, Ky.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact H_glman Jones 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3118.
YOUR NEED is our Concern.
tEEDlilNE._753-6”3,_

COUNTY WIDE
-Trash pickup. $41.0t)
per month plus free
box _trash bags. Starts
October, 1971. For in-

1*11114 FNINIS Sodas*, Os

0

SIR, VNEN CAN
YOU SEE HIM?

Crossword Puzzler

5

sro-IATt GOING
ON HERE!!

scale
IRE PHANTOM

r 110LI 4TOPPEP
THeM

50 rev couL2
ROB Ili ?

call 753-

2906.

' CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC _
STUDIO
•Weddings
•Por traits
7534291

5. LOST &FOUND
BOYS 1.970 cauoway County
H.S. class ring.
rialS
DEAR MARION: Thanks for another for my collection:I'
J.M.R-.' Reward. Call after 5
pm,753-7358.
still think replacing "manhole" with "persOahole" tales the
FOUND: SMALL GREY
prize.
kitten at Cheri Theatre, Call
•
753-4444,
DEAR ABBY: Never in my life hite I been so miserable. I
LOST: LADIES SMALL
am writing this as I sit in a hospital corridor where I have
Black clutch purse. Lost in
waiting.
waiting
waiting, waiting _untils
the.macinity_of 9th and Main.
been for six hours,
Contains
important papers
12-year-old boy comes out of surgery.
and identification. If found
• Lait night I was driving my car when I suddenly struck
please call 7531919 or 753
something. It was this boy on a bicycle. He was directly in
7618.
front of me without a light anywhere on his bicycle. He was
LOST,,black steer with white
face in New Concord Area
wearing a dark- sirt and dark trousers. I had no idea that he
Call 753-8755,
was there until I hit him. I wasn't going fast, but this poor
LOST: TWO BLACK and
kid was badly injur.ed,...and i-was told that his chances for
white Hampshire hogs and
survival were slim. And if he does live, what his mental conpossibly a white sow with'
pigs. Lost between old Salem
dition will be is anybody's guess.
Rd. and hwy 94. Call 7530105
You can't help me-or this boy -but maybe if you print
if have inforrnatiion -as to
this, parents will see it and make sure their kids have the
their location.
proper lights on their bikes so that
like this e'en be
LOST. "SMALL BROWN
avoided.
male dog. Lost on Old
Concord Rd., Murray. Call
Thanks, Abby.
753-2952.
MISERABLE IN OHIO
LOST FIVE STAR WAR
dolls . in alley behind First
DEAR MISERABLE. Thanks for a worthwhile reminder.
Christian Church, Saturday.
Parents!
Ca11,436-2'447 after 5 pm.
0. HELP WANTED
BRICK MASON, - 2 -new
Do you wish you had more friends?,for the secret of
homes to be bricked. Call 753
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
3509.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
BABYSITTER in or around'
self-addressed, stamped 428 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Kirksey area. Must have,Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
references. For
working'
time, call 489,2746 before 9
am and afW 7 pm.
/
COOKS WANTVD: APply at
Puzzle
Monday's
Answer
'o
ACROSS'
Fern Terrace -Lgidge, 1505
1 Verdi opera '3 River in
Stadium View Or. Apply in
person
only, b
een trend 5.
Scotland
5 Let it stand
GENERAL 5WRKERS,JOQd
4 Expected
9 M.D.: ColServices,/Permanent full
5 Beer mug
Jog.
time, s !try $2.65 per hour.
&Note Of
12 Killed
Expei7énce or knowledge in
scale
13 Clock
fooq. preparation prefered.
7 Large bird
14 Greek -letter
ORED
Mott be in good health.
! 8 GO'S nick„Apply at the office of Per15 Gratify
E
sonnet'
Services, 2nd. Floor,
"
name
17 Pronoun
PA
E
Sparks Hall, MSU,
9 Sags
18 Lubricate
S P
MATURE
RELIABLE
19 Amazon ce- 10 A state
I N
FEMALE to care for 4 year11 Frigid
tacean
old and 5 month-old girls in
16 Scoffs
21 Hairnet
my borne. Hours: 8:30 am-2
20 Conformed
23 Shams
pr Mon.• Fri., light house
work.
lik-Ost have own
22
Gieek letter
27 Above
transportation Call 7531493
28 Girl's name 23 Ache
iunct
• 50 Otherwise
after 5pm.
/9 River island 21 Ceremony. 40 Author
54 Bushy
MAINTENANCE MAW" Foil
31 Man's nick- 25 Printer's
43 A state
clump
time, 40 hour week Apply in
measure
name
Abbr
56 Ventilate
person, Regal 8, 517 S. 12th
28 Drink Slowly 45 La,itn con34 Pronoun
.57 Artifictal lan- St No phone calls
30 Cylindrical
35 Let fall
nction
guage
NEED DRUMMER and key
32 Son of Adarrl
38 College
proofreadboard player for local band
58 French arti13 Girls name
degree'
• er's mark
Call 382 2547 after 5pm
cle-Pt
36 Paddle
'Abbr.
48 Snare
61 Note of
39 Recent
37 Kitchen ad- 49 Repetition
'Scale 11 Posed
42 Body of water
44 Note of

accidents

I

WELL, WHEN
CAN HE SEE
ME?

college newspaper that referred to a freshman as "freshperson.'
MARION F.IN PHILLY

Ky. Pools

442-9747

formation
DEAR WIFE NO. 2illt/
es. Even thourrh your hukhanrl
no longer married to the mother of his children, perhaps the
golden wedding couple and conceivably your husband's
children) would treasure a picture of the three generations
of which you are not a part).
_
•
DEAR ABBY:1 have many comments in minctw hen I read variesia,-letterain your column, but I Intlat write About-the,
newly' _.coined *ord, -clergyperson- in lieu of
"Cle-rgymaiC"-inordef teaVoid offending worneTf1 think the funniest feminist term I ever saw was in a

4-117r—
-----V1513TO-1511M

46 Lately
48 Banal
51 Tropical fruit
V Decay
&I-Army officer: Abbr
55 Sell to conSume
59 Devoured
60 Any
62 Ebb —
g:T Through'
Sot Prepare for
print
-iitiutrttrtuvw
DOWN
1 Snake
2 Sick

MEd MEM MIN
mom maim um
ammmas di VIM

IUUd Mai=
diMMEMMO di
WM= did Mid
di mammum WM
WSJ dig UM=
ad UMMOMMIIM
UMMIld MEM
MOM UM MMEMOM
dna ammo ammo

am ammo ammo
Ii t

store •

eat.

nr

• veers

old to work through
Christmas, must have car
and be willing to travel up to
150 miles. Work 4 days a
week off 3 days. Don't
inquire unless you're ready
to go to work. Send ap
plication, self snapshot to
Dale True, RR 2, Troy, Tenn.
38260.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
INTERESTED IN making
stained—Wats - windows
Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 hours of
instructions, $35.
West
Kentucky Glass Works, 7591975.
-TX INSURANCE
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES.
Group tnsurance Speclatists
serving West Kentucky and
Tennessee. Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.
.CO. Pt1gne 7517273-

monitor/ants

INSURANCE

2S. DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE 302 N. life 7$3-3243.
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED Restaurant
iiitthen equipment,all types,
also walk-in cooler and
freezer. Call 153.4470

GOOD USEQ PIANO Call
436-5485.
•
OLD DOORS, unusual or '
porcelian knobs, interior 'or
'
exterior. Call 753-6297.
USED YELLOW Jenny Lind
baby- bed. Cali 489 2742 after
5 pm
WANT TO BUY: Any model
low mileage Datsun pickup.
Prefer 5-speed, must be
good condition Call 753-4978
after 5 pm.
WANT TO • BUY a used
- bedroom suit. Call 753-2377,
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
AU.THENTIC MEXICAN
leather coats on sale now. Sizes 34-42. Leather purses
on sale. Call 502-759 4084,
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris, TN. /
COR R ELLE
ExpreSsions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$.39.5t9. Wallin Aardware,
Paris,-TN,
CHAIN SAVY'chains, at inch
pitch for lir inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch,,t11.99 and 24 inch,
4r01
$la
.55./T
/NW
. allin Hardware,
Pars
COMPLETE
BROWNIE
_uniform, size 7, $5. Boys and
,girls clothing sizes 6-8,$05 to
$2. Women's slacks, size '16,
$I 50 Decca portable tape
player, $25, portable Rival
washer, $25, see at 919 N
16th
$3.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
1 -Indian Head Penny
I-Liberty Nickel
1 Buffalo Nickel
I -toile Penny eng.
11•WW 11 1943 Penny
1.W. B. Pennies
Before 1110 mg
1-Wooden Witlrel
I-D Mint Penny 25 yrs
1 1968 50enny (on()
1.80re 1960.1) Small
Dote Peony
1 S Mint Penny 25 yrs
PlusFree two S Bin
Plus Our free Gift
Plus Our free Brochure
Send 53 95 and 25' postoge
to.
JIM DeNNINO & CO.

FIREPLA
with glass
mesh draw
and finithf
Hardware,
FRIG1114
REF-RIG:
General El
Couch and
753 7142
FIR EW001
753-4951.

7 tadtal tir
tables, 2%ch
dacron knit
yards. Call
PAT- ----FIRE WO(
Aurora on
from Murr

ceasaimtbas

FRIGIDAIF
good
to
Franklin
7t1110,--WilFr
hating sto
IIS5after2i

4-1ort4
Frog
"Roo
Condi

we

Appliano
-Sties 1
HI IL

LOTS OF V
few olentsio
dresser with
$25. Ca1t435-4
MOBILE HC
equipment no
Wallin Harcla
MUST SELL
cap. Living
new and rec
35116-.
4 NEW M
Aluminum
witb 2 L-6
white letter
Phone: 753-73
-SIZE-1- Ca"
size letowb
26 inch bicyc
after 4 pm.
TREADMILL
walking and
753 7853
110 V apartm:
clothes <Frye
electric logs
Bike rack for
truck, $7. PI
dcage, $2,
$2
tru
,bcakbcyamwpe
arl

1566.
IC HOME FU
CHINA CABI'
recliner. Call
NEW COUCH
tear in back,
1717 ask for H,

food Fa
lfsod lip
Used

Hodge &

205 S

901:

LIVE IN 1
tar. 3 lies
with 2 cese

roll to
well. Clawieldidgit
tholl soh*
bo
yob opll love
.oppoitomon.
dell,

Guy Spann
T.C. Collie

Goron,
luring
sewing
Kentuck
C011ect

Pib•
V....* Mope
Ser.,. Po )1301

Help Wanted
Night Shift

n PQii9l oppf

HA
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- _ . OPEN SHOP
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atory
19711
the

FIREPLACE
Inclosures
with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sues
and finishes, S64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FRIGICIAIRE
REFRIGERATOR, $75.
General Electric stove, $75.
Couch and ChilTr,! $50. Call
7531342

ED ND 'of perton
ack ground to
ipe^4.--re
Imes. 502-737 ...
NO mailers
led! $25 per
ARANTEED
peel stamped
Enterprise,
'Cr, CO 80221
3`4 TO stay
cet.. Call 753.
JNTE-Elt --gtrlAOPTY' 111
phone calls
le
Cream
Chestnui-St.
'aitress anle
n person at
reit:, 17135

I1TUNITY
!S earns you
stuffing ensir circulars,
write: S & S
1750 Hetzler
n, Ohio 45012.
al
.3
5vork through
ist have car
'o travel up to to
rk 4 days a
days. Don't
you're ready
k. Send apsnapshot to:
2, Troy, Tenn
DNS
IN making
- windows?
by qualified
10 hours of
West
$35.
Works, 759

iSSOCIATEt.
:e Speciatfsts
Centucky and
lepresenting
E LIFE INS.
_ _

INSURANCE
IT If YOU
SYNE WILSON
IFORMATION
IANCE AND
02 N. 17TH -

WY
) Restaurant
neat, all types,
and
cooler
3.4470-.
'in roofing. Cal .
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, unusual or •
Ds, interior 'or
53-6297.
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r 489 2742 after

Y: Any model
)atsun pickup,
must be 4p.
I. Call 753-4978

WY a used
:all 753-2377.
FOR SALE
MEXICAN
on sale now
eather purses
/759-4084.
_L Fuel, triple
X 30", $17.84.
$26.95. Wallin
is, TN.
.
Expre‘sions,
to piece sets,
Aardware,
c
hains, as inch
:h bar, $10.25,
and 24 inch,
Hardware,

BROWNIE
$5. Boys and
izes 6 8, $.05 to
lacks, size 16,
Portable. tape
ortable Rival
,ee at 919 N.

ALL OF THIS
Peaty
el
:AO
ens.
Penny
ps
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V 25 yrs.
/(ew)
Seel
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,•23 yrs.

'INN
it,,
Indoors
25' postoge

iiiMMINE1.1111111111111WWOME-FURN I MINOS!
'27. MOE. HOME SALES

.

_ • N.--

•

,.r

NICESEDROOM suit, couch
and odd chairs, antique wood
cot* Stove, metal office desk.
Call Otto Chester, 435-4128.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
_ELECTROLUX Salts Will:
Service in Paducah call 1443..6469. In.MurraY call Tony
Montgomery 753 6760.
FOR SALE: Sears Best
Power Mate
vacuum

6A0BILt HOME 12 X 65,
good conditon, 2 BR, 1' 2
bath, lots of extras, Call 759
4088.
TWO BR Mobile home, 1)7
bath, - copper tone Litchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas.and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal.759-4085
or 753-5816
12 X 60.2 BR, extra nice. Call
71
1978 1/ X 70 all electric, two
bedrdenhs, two baths. Can be
seen at Fox Meadows, 8-2 or
call 436-2711 after 2 pm.,
$13,700.
8 X 45 TRAILOR andlot, new
well and pump, 2500, make
offer. Must sell, 20 hp
Mercury motor good shape.
-tett 436-2516.
21. M0/1. HOME *EN TS
2 BR TRAILOR, 12 X 50. See
-Shear
s! No 54,01,c
calls please.
UNFIRNISHED
NICE
Wailer for rent, central heat
and air, tv tower, water
furnished, couples only, no
pets. CaPt 492.8348.
29. HEATING & CCFOLING
FIVE ROOM kerosine furnace with
blower and
thermostat, $90. Call Jerry
Wallace, 753-6824.
HEATERS Electric, Matthews 4000 w., 4 stack;$34.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
KING
Automatic
wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Harddware, Paris, TN.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
Manor, Hud subsidized
apartments for the elderly.
One BR now available, rent
based on income. Equal
opportunity housing. Call
753-8221.
ONE
BR
FURNISHED
-apartment, $125 per month,
-hear-and water Itittudtcf:'
References and deposit, 602
Poplar St. Shown 10 am to 2
pm Tuesday.

WOODEN desk,
7 cailfal tires size 14, 2 coffee
tables, 2-clocks, light weight
dacron knit fabric";over 100
yards. Call 753:2594 after 6
OM-FIRE WOOD, tree laps at
Aurora on hwy 94, 15 miles
from Murray. Cut on percentaass basis. Call 474-8824.
FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator,
good
condition,
$125,
Franklin fireplace stove.
$100, Warm Morning gas
heating stove $50 Call 'IT
4155 after

FOR SAtt Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig-Zail, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented Full
cash price;$39.50, Payments
cam be 'arranged, call
Martha Hopper 1-354-6521 or
write R! 5 Benton, Ky.
/9. FARM EQUIP.
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
drods-tiv-SWOY( tOck, model
E.24, $9.99, model HO-30,
$11.99, Sabre.6 model,$16.99.
Wallin Herdware, Paris TN.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
cortrols, by Shox Stock,
al telectric or battery op.
petaled, $26.95, 39.99 and
Fromm
49.99. Wallin Hardware,
- Room Air
Paris, TN,
Conditioners
TWO 47' BAZOOKA 8 "
Augers, with or without
motors.
Call
Murray
Warehous Corp. 753-8220.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
. NEW SET OF righf handed
341 II
713 44.7l
MC. Lite McGregor golf
Irons. Retail value at $315,
but will sell at $275 or best
LOTS OF VIOLETS and a
offer. Call 759-1291 after 5
few plants for sale. Also nice
pm.
dresser with large mirror,
525. Cal1i5.15 4397
FACTORY OUTLETT. New
MOBILE HOME anchoring
shipment
of
fiberglass
equipment now available at
sheeting for underpinning or
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
roofing.
Marshall
County
MUST SELL white 8 ft. truck
Monuments in Draft inville,
cap. Living room suit, like
Ky hwy 68 at Purchase
new and_r_esikler,_
1956".--•
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
22. MUSICAL
witb 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter
tires, $160.
Phone: 153-7393.
. FIVE ROOM HOUSE, uo
PIAN04eSTORAG4
furnished, available new.
-SIZE- -8- Cub Scout uniform,
spinet-console
Beautiful
Call 753-044,
size 14"Ccnyboy jacket, boys
stored
his
locally.
lloportod
26 inch bicycle. Call 759.1683 •
FOR
RENT-Farm
house
new.
Responsible
party
cam
after 1 pm.
near city. Garden beautiful
on
low
at
big
saving
take
Bing, unfurnished, couples
TREADMILL FOR in house
prefered. $175 per month.
payment balance. Write Joplin
walking and jogging. Call
753-8096, •
Call
753-7853
Piano, Joplin, Missouri 64401.
TWO BE OftOOM, Brick near
110 V apartment size electric
university. Available now,
clothes dryer, $50 220 V
No pets; Family only_ call
electric logs and stand, $35. 24. MISCELLANEOUS
:
Bike rack for automobile or FOR SALE 1971 Jeep pickup. 7533942.
truck, $7. Playpen, $S, bir- Also goose_floaters. Call 75336. RENT OR LEASE
dcage, $2, irqning board, 0993.
'MOBILE HOME LOTS for
$2,baby walker,- $A, nice
rent. All hook-ups. Call 753truck camper, $750. Call 753- FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed-aged beef. Front 97045. '
1566.
ACRE corner
quarter 79 cents a pound, SPACIOUS
16. HOME FURNISHINGS .
whole or side 89 cents a tot for trailer between hwy 94
CHINA CABINET-affdrgreen pound. Hind quarter' 99 centS- 'east
-and 280 near East
recliner. Call 753-3248._ .._,
pound hanging weight,' Elementry School. Wcioded
accepted.
We area on west side of lot. Call
NEW COUCH for sale, small Food stamps
tear in back, $200. Call 753- also do custom slaughtering. 753-7405 after 5 pm.
Paris Meat Processing, 612- •
1717 ask for Hazel
8201. One' milenorth of Paris
Mini
on old,Murray road.
Warehouse
Furniture
HOME SALES
2Z.
Storage Space
%id Appliances
R SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
BR, all electric, washerand
For Rent
Used T.V.'i
side
by
side
dryer,
753-4758
refrigerator freezer, range,
all new carpet, glass sliding
205 So. 5th /
door and air, $5000. Call 753:
77
-

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Safes A Service

Need

-G
J
f
ft ps
4

527'1468--

GUY SPANN
REALTY
901 Sycamore

LIVE IN THE COUNTRY
CATALPIA DRIVE
Lary 3 bedroom brick howl*
Attractive brick with 3
reeve,
Amine
prate,
willb 2 cer
herkeines, 2 baths, control gas
doe, well to well carpet, *soil
boot end central air fireplace,
MarSo.
rot &thighs/soy SO in
kitchen den
combination
shell school &strict. If y4 covered patio, fenced heck
weal/ Ube livens in is. reentry
yard, double corport with ertra
yere will lass this place. CHI for
wide concrete driveway. Call to
eppeinteiest.
see

Guy Spann 753-2587

Louise Baker 753 2409

T.C. Collie 753-5122

Prentice Dunn 753 5725

MECHANIC

Goron, Inc. a leach no apparel manufac
turing has -o need For an experienced
sewing _machine mechanic at its Clinton
Kentucky - monuloCturing facility Phone
Caller'

Pe 11301

-

502-653-4321
Garan, Inc.

An enti.ihirmortimiti.

Now Taking Applications
October 11,12,and 13
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Opening Soon
Hiring For AN Shifts
_ Flexible Working Hours.
-rciumr.ixooriritoppurtunity

Income property, Am 3 apts.
leased upstairs vsooill Note
another good opt. with nry
little investment. CHI 75,3•
3263 for details.
One of the better homes and
farms in Dolloway Cower is
this 75 litres of bottom lewd.
bedroom; both and keit
belch lion;41. Cell for appointment 753-1283
/33 1103

ITN Sheet

BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lots in Kingswood. Westwood
and Grove Helots. Some of
'nese lots are gently sipping
for your • special deshan.
others level and most are
wooded Build and saveplus
Save on' city taxes. Priced
. TRE-TITEL-SZST
-SHROAT CO., REALTORS.
759 1707.

1539625

Residential
and
Commercial

753-5929

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
souituidi

hitchen

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
1ms,,

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

BEEN WAITING FOR
../t 'BARGAIN? B.V. 3
bedroom, built in 1973
large kitchen-den with
formal
fireplace,

502 Maple
753 4347

dining

ve-ly
new LAKE

FRONT
HOME on Lakeshore
Drive in Keniana Sub'vision. 2,000 sq. ft. of
living area, brick,
heat & air, 3 BR,
2 bath.
INeelends a Evenings Cut
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4168
Pam Wavily 753 8624
Don lecher 753 930

heat_ and air,i 2 car
garage. Wooded lot in
Shores
Panorama
w/lake-view.
Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

cent.

Waldrop Realty
"In Business
'Since195
753-5646

NORNBUCKLESARBER SHOP
209 WalnutStr4-e1

NEW OFFICE NOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.341
SHAVE Si
For Hospital IL House Calls Phone 753-1013

rem

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTqll
100 South 13th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKy 42071
Phone 75 3-3914
ROACHES-SILVERfiSH-SHRUBS

ISESTUCTT
PTST CONTROL
A.41514.0W

NATIONAL

. PEST

ONTROt.
dissocr..idei

ABSOLUTE

head ramp, Ward's Tire Service bed w/hoist, dump
box with pump and hoist, 2 dump box-no hoist, International school bus,junk winch truck -2 winches,
mediiiirt„10arge & huge winch, 2.axle decked equip
trailer, 2 blade bush hog, snow blade off 4 wheel
drive, Old SS ton 4 wheel drive jeep, 36' flat bed
trailer tandem, old Case tractor, 52 Ford 2 ton
wrecker, 57 Dodge 2 ton flatbed truck, Pi,imond Tsingle axle tractor, 60 Chev. Single axle tractor, 15'
steel bed w/hoist & pump, Parts cleaner & radiator
tank, 10 hale Budd flotation tires and Wheels, single
axle low boy, narrow frame; several pusher axles
complete, several old trucks and parts, EreaSe gnn,
tube gun, several jack stands, oil Italia( e, 50 ton
-hydraulic jack, air service tank, 20 gal propane
tank, 3 ton chain hoist, 1 142 ton floor jack, hand winch (mediumi, Much-Much More!!! Seireiii,lie
ta
rnhdaelm
re
gravel and log tem:1(S and D-6 catei;] ir track
loader and a TT)6 ffiternational Trfick
be"ennRitif"1"11

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS s

502 Maple
753 4347

Murray
Datsun Inc.

the_best LAKE
FRONT LOTS on the
lake, located in the
Cypress Creek
conveniently, located
close to two year
round marinas.

area,

401 Smith 12th Shoot
Phone (502)753-7114
Murray, Kentecity 43071

1977 DATSUN B-210, air, AMFM stereo, custom wheels,
good condition. Must sell.
Call 753-2414 or 753•0389.
eeh ends A Evenings Cell
1970 DATSUN 240-Z. Call 753The Kennon 416 5676
4502.
d Noll 753 486111
1966 FIREBIRD, sharp, new
in 114avity 753-6624
tires, vynil top, new paint
%cies' 753 1930
$1495. Call 436-5353.
GREMLIN, 6 cyl.,
1971
straight shift, $600. Call 753SEARCH AND SEIZE.. 7438
Search thru this business for
1971 MUSTANG with air.
the many advantages it could
Runs good and clean, can see
afford you and seize the
at University Gulf Call after
opportunity to make it your
pm,753 9828.
own today., business plus 6
fixtures and merchandise..
Do yourself a favor go look.
Call
LORETTA
JOBS 50. USED TRUCKS
REALTORSat 753-1192.
1967 CHEVROLET 1 ton flat
TWO DUPLEX LOTS for bed, duel wheels, 350 engine,
sale at reasonable price.
speed. Call 753-8500 after 7
Both lots for a ,total -price of pm.
only $6500. Phone KOP
1955 CHEVROLET pickup,
PERUD REALTY,753-1222.
engine newly over hauled,
body needs some work, $250.
-fall 753-0935 after 6 pm,
FOR SALE1471 Jeep pickup:
Call 753-0993.
51.`CAMPERS IS FT. CONCORD'. Travel
traitor, fully self contained,
sleeps 8, air conditioned. calf
753 5374 days and 437 1794
nights.
36 ffeCH PICKUP topPer
ONE
UNIQUE
LEVEL Paneled, insulated, bubble
Design for easy relaxed top, roll out windows, walk-in
with doar.,Call 753-4978 after 5 pm.
bedroom
Master
living'
sitting room and bath area,
WHITES CAMPER SALES,.
den with fireplace, plus all
Craft dealer.
the necessities, located on Your local Star
large country lot perfect for Complete line of parts and
Non toxic
accessories
your family to enjoy. Call
camper anti-freeze, $3.99 per
JOBS
LORETTA
miles from
Located
4
gallon.
REALTORSrat 743-1492.
Murray on 471 E Call 753
0605.
52. BOATS &MOTORS
15 FT. IMPERIAL BASS
Boat, with motor and traitor.
753 5374 days, and 137-4794
nights
53. SERVICES OFFERED
cold
WET,
15-EFORE
"
BOYD-MAJORS"
weather, white rock and
REAL ESTATE
grade driveways. We have
any Size limestone and pea
753-8080
gravel Free estimates., Call
Clifford Garrison.. 753 5429
Professional Services
after 4 pm.
With The Friendly TouchBYARS BROTHERS & Son236 acre farm at $500
General home remodeling,
_framing, aluminum siding,
per acre. 135 acres of
gutter_,E-- and roofing. Call 1cropland
excellent
395 4967 or 362 4195.
(soybeans this year).
NOGGIN. North
BUSH
All fenced. Spring-fed
Calloway and South Marshall
County.
Hurry before the
creek, year around.
rainy seasonsterts. 753-204. $8,000 of commercial
- CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
timber.
minor
'Financing
screens
installed,
repair work by ClIff Heegel,
available. Located 4
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps.
miles
West
of
Cell 759 Oat
Crossland in Tenn.
CARPET CLEANING,.
vibra back, steam
dry'
Boyd Majors Real
-

PARIS: TENN.

blocks norlb.Of Liebte slur Plant on ON wet p,'

-Ner
Sh:yrill
bvIt4114164
111? lapr
A11136.111"
•11
759-1729 hos Onfy

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

area. Central

Sat. Oct. 14 10:00 A.M.
66 Jeep -Wagon, 1 r2 ton Hot Rod Hauler, i•ir hauler

Plant Manager
Torn Shoemate

_.-4200

K4v
Electric

Mini STORAGE

40 X 60 FOOT
building,.
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215
Duguid Dr Call 753-4995.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
MARE IN Foel, mule colt
stallion. Call 435-1331.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
MALE
REGISTERED
IRISH Setter, 11 months old.
Call 753-8836 after 3 pm.
OLD ENGLISH SHEEP dog
puppies, AKC, 3 months,
$125. Call Hopkinsville, 1-885
1668.
'
41. PUBLIC SALES
3 PARTY YARD Sale, Fri
and Sat., 9-5 on 121 2 miles
west of Coldwater across
from Higgins Gro. Tables,
chairs,tamps, clothes, lots of
dishes, antiques,
picture
frames, curtains.
BIG YARD SALE. Thursday.
8-6. Little bit of everything.
Don't miss. 3 miles north of
Stella or 1 mile south of
Kirksey: Watch for *ens.
43 REAL ESTATE
ARE YOU LOOKING for a
hbuse in the county but are
on a tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, one
bath house in KirkSey. It afso
mat a liviing room, nice
Kitchen
and eating area
There is a large garage with
work area and for the fixer
upers a large unfurnished
upstairs that could easily be
matte into a third bedroom
Priced at S15,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222 for all the information,

S3. SERVICES:
;
81
;E -E13

TWO LOTS, located in CAN'T GET those sfriall jobs ROOF.ING,
excellent
Keniana subdion, zoned around the house or mobile references.
753
:148e
Call
for mobile • homes, -/com- .home done? Carpentry, between 7 art) and 3 30 Pm,,
plumbing,
munity water, both for only painting,
-ask for Sliethei.
$3,000. DOhrALD R TUCKER aluminum siping, patios,
WET .ESASEME N T ? .W e
REALTOR, 502 Maple. 753- small concrete jobs, call6436.rtsake wet basements dry,
,
2562 atter 5 pm.
4342.
completely guaranwork
CARPET CLEAKING, at
itS. FARMS FOR SALE
teed. Call or write Moogan
Prompt
%15
ES of good land. 20 r easonable rates.
Consruction
Co., Route 2,
tendable acres, some timber, and efficient service. Custom
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
/89-2774.
Care.
Carpet
tobacco base, 2700 ft. Miry
III.KLALIY
1, Phone day or night).
_troatage.-- -olck--ttouSe,-----TOS /42.7026.
smoke house, many -nice - removed from your yard or
WILL BABYSIT in my home
lit Ai •
building Spots. 1 mile from land cleared of stumps? We
for people who live in Almo
Ky. Lake, New Concord area can remove stumps up to 24"
Heights or Hardin area who
$26,000.
Charles
B. below the ground, leaving
work ie. Murray. Call 753
only sawdust and chips. Cali
McCuiston 753-5124.
'
°51a.'
GOOD STARTER'. Economic 17 ACRES, close to lake, for free estlreate, Steve Shaw
and
comfortable home adjoining _ Keniana Sub- 753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435"
located near the university division. Call us for further 4343.
this borne has 'fireplace_ k)._ _details.
DONALD
R EXPERIENCED
difilAPAlik living room and is nicely TUCKER REALTOR, 502 TERIOR
exterior
IN.
and
crecbrated throughout with Maple,753-4342,
painters. Call 759-1228.
attractive
.
and wall Ad. liONLES F0j2 AtF
paneling
_FENCE __SALES at Seers
&_1f
)0.0,
7
tf•Leruellny. -rtorprreenow Call Sears 755-2310 for
inc
1928 Untied Feature S.indicate
isfight for a fast sale in the 2 BR BRICK HOUSE with 5 •tree estimates for
your
Box 531
basem ent,
teens Phone today for all the acres,
needs:
KOPPERUD -baths, -a-14- electric heat-end Information.
air, also wood burning FOR ANNUAL or monthly
RE LTY,753-1222.
fireplace. Located on hwy 94 pest control service, call 753aoproximently _12 miles_ 221.4_ Kelly's Termite & Pest
Call 753-3761 after 4 pm. Control.
$32,500.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
% ice
124 Hour Ser
.
FOUR ROOM house for sale, Sears continuous gutters
43. REAL ESTATE*
Phone
43. REAL ESTATE
your
per
carport, front porch, lot 50' X installed
75' for 16000 or for rent $65 specifications. Call Sears
Per month in Hardin. Call 753-2310-for free estimates.
60 ACRES OF SALE in New 5 BEAUTVUL ACRES in
759-4084 or 753-6791.
GET YOUR order in for lime
Providence community. Just New PrOvidence.
REDUCED! MUST SELL, early. We-haul -from Reeds, SS. FEED& SEED.
Private
listed this farm which is all drive la praperty
Fredonia, and Three Rivers. PLENTY OF GOOD Fescue
white
frame,
2
bedroom
which
tint
-ea-and crossiencecteeth incruV6s irnotailT home an
home. "Wyse haS baSement, Can 1111Zr/646r We 2"W trarUt and Tirnofh-y 5eed, cheap,
approximately 7 acres of olaer home which needs
electric stove, refrigerator sand and rock. Evetts any amount. Call 753-5000 or
wooded land, 15 acres of good repairs. Buy this ,and have
753,5595.
and dishwasher. Priced in Trucking Co., Lynnville; Ky.
bottom land and the rest in ,that showplace you have
teens. Call 753-9924 after 3:10 HOME
REPAIRS, 56. FREE COLUMN
pasture. Also on lovely, always wanted. Listed at
pm.
remodeling, interior and
hillside is well and sepjfc $15,750.
'FREE:
Part Labrador
THE
NELSON
exterior painting, paneling,
47. MOTORCYCLES
system ready for hookup SHROAT CO., REALTORS.
retriever pups. 7 weeks old
1977 KAWASAKI 650. Will landscapiing, free estimates. Call 436-5831 after/ 30.
with trailor or new home. All 759-1707.
,
take best offer. Call 759-4104 Call 436 5570.
this at a realistic price-Low
BOYD-MAJORS
INSULATION BLOWN IN by 57. WANTED
after 6 pm.
305. Phone K Of‘P ERUD
WANTED:
Names, adREAL ESTATE
REALTY,753-1222.
YAMAHA
400-YZ
racing Sears, save on these high dresses,
information
heating and cooling bills.
bike,$400. Call 4139-2149.
753-8080
Call Sears 753-2310 tor free regarding descendants Of
' 100 YAHAMA', 60 Yahama estimates.
Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
linley Auction
Professional Services
and motor cycle traitor, best
..Calloway Co.., Ky. it-12-1873,CoJirt Sqvtive
4C4Ate,
ED
-ELECT-R
tsik-ENS
Will-nit
Friendly
Touch"
offer. C4117531113Tan
married, Allen -Fariiis 1890;
Realty Sales
Murray, Kentucky
prompt, efficient service,
message.
died, 1924? Children believed
COl eusoit Alien..
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
CLASSIC
CONTEMPto be Marvin, Dottie Sharp,
/ Auctioneer Realtor48. AUTO.SERVICE
753-4451
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
/
Appraiser
ORARY...3 bedroom,
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month and gas installation, will do Thomas, Kelly, Coveta,
Ph. r 9011479-2986 479-3713
Miller
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99. plumbing, heating and sewer Birdie. Preparing
2"2 baths, living rm.,
South Fulton Term.history. Contact Jane A.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. cleaning. Call 753-7203.
dining rm.,
Miller,
271
Williford,
EXTRA NICE, two bedroom
49. USED CARS
NEED SOMEONE to clean Memphis, Tn.,38112.
two bath mobile home, with
w/bar, built-in desk,
1966
•CHEVELLE
SS,
350
Call
753-3802.
house?
WANTED: SOMEONE to,,
21 x 24 foot built on den, wood
all appliances, family
motor, nice. Call 348-2295 at PIANO TUNING and repair. clear driveways
burning fireplace equipted
of snow
night.
rm.
w/gas
fireplace.
ChucWs
Jackson
through
Call
at
With
Joe
winter months. Cal(
heatolater. Located in
_
1970
Impala,
CHEVROLET
753-3682
Murray
Music
or
Center,
Manor
753secluded subdivision close to
Apts.
753Located * on large cor4-door, steering, brakes, air, 7149 after 6 pm.
8668.
lake. $21,000. DONALD R
ner
lot.
Call
Us
&
See
radio, roof.
Nice
and
TUCKER REALTOR, 502
an ore _
reasonable. Call 753-8585..
This Today. Boyd
Maple, 753-4342.
7534101-753-7531
1973 CHARGER, power
Majors Real Estate,
steering, brakes-, air, AM
105 N. 12th. ' _
FMcasette-tape, low miles,
$1600. Call 436-5366 after 7
COUNTRY HOME: Extra
Pm large 3 bedroom,2 bath home
RARE FIND FOUND - Ideal 1972 CHEVROLET, fair
on large lot, attached
for restatirant or Music barn. condition, AM-FM radio, 8garage, fireplace, central
Its an antique general store track tape. Must sell as soon
heat and air and many nice
that's loaded with charac- as possible, $725. Call - 759features: Priced in mid 10's.
ter... wide stairway with 1072.
Located only minutes from
balcony and railing. Call 1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
city limits on Locust Grove
Roared oncl ready. Up to 12 z 21. Also born style,
LORETTA
JOBS
Church
Road.
engine which is in excellent
Priced
offices, Cottages,
mobilo home od-ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-et completety
REALTORS at 753-1192,
reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
condition. Automatic with
ready
REALTY, 753-1222
for
to assemble up to 24 r 60. Buy the best for less.
power steering, has wide
details.
tires and -Wheels, $800. Phone
354 6217.

A

753-5646

53. SERVICESOFFERED

FOR SALE OR RENT. 2 BR
house, 7 miles in country,
immediate possession. Call
436-2628.

Hodge & Son, Inc.,

'INC a CO.
vine...

full

43. REAL ESTATE

. ipRottf•..i..REso.
foRmoRo:

11:4-7r,01

no

. Mr.

Reasonable rates, free
estimates. Call 759 4085 or
753 5814.

Price Reduced
2021 Gatesborough

For Sale By Owner
Call 1-442-7848

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th. Owensboro, Ky. 42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

AUTUMN SPECIAL
all

Watch the leaves change colors
around you
from this large home in wooded setting near
Kentucky Lake. Approximately 2700 square feet
of living area in this
home with walkout basement. Central Illyikand air, 2 fireplaces
with
r-garage with boat
shed and workshop, large screened back porch
and quality construction throughout.

impressive

heatolator. extra

KOPPERUD
REALTY
Ph. T53-1222

111 Mehl

George Gollogher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 7534932
04/04.1 Pmearten441-&302
4li14*spear
'434111-7

-

Rayburn 759-4900

•
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Dies Sunday With
Wednesd•y--funeral lALA

Congress About Ready To Come
To Grips With Energy Plan

daughter, Mrs. Roy ,(Patsy) Thorn, Rt. 1, Almo; and two
As a result of the two Senate
Carter's original proposal, is
WASHINGTON (AP) --working its way toward a' votes Monday, the way is
adns Mennen and Billy.
Louisiana, when we got all the After nearly 18 months of
itawberCarslivaialise
aisohtm.iATmo.
'ionterratice - vosamit-tee clear, for ihe 11911Se La 1ia
states-lor-friit"Oir
-7William E. Collins, brother
Also surviving are four dinner theatre production this lesSon in economics is - about to come to grips with the agreement and could reach, debate Thursday or Friday on
of Mrs. Sharon Lee of Murray,
brothers, James Carrol, Thursday, Friday, and available; "So I said to tfie last remaining part of the Senate floor in the next final passage of the energy
package, first sent to Capitol
died Sunday at 9:50 p.m. at
Hardin; Norman Carrot, Rt. 1, Saturday at the Holiday Inn.
President Carter's energy - day or so.
bank teller, How can
-Carnival"
is
a
stage
Hill
in April, 1977,
compromise
proposeld
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Carrol,
Rt.
6,
Frank
A
Almo;
possibly lac overdrawn when I plan.
Although the Senate conHe was 24 years of age and a
Murray;_mid Jerry Carrol, Rt. adaptation of James Thor- have all these checks left?" By voting Monday. for the was signed by House
sidered ttie energy package in
sident of,306 W,S_4th Street,
6. MiirrW; •and six, grand- ber's favorite short stbries
Thurber also presents us last two non-tax politionsof the negotiators 'Monday 4114
and fables."The Secret Life of with
five separate pieces, the
Benton.
children.
little known facts such as energy package - one Senate members of the
Mitty,
''one
Walter
of
.ThurHouse
plans to lump the.
conservation
expected
to
-- -John - Barker,--11kCracken
of
were
committee
Mr. Carnally/as a member
how to irilLyour wife without covering energy
conference committee reports
County coroner, said Collins
the Sugar Creek Baptist ber's better known stories, is a really trying; or from the and the other electric utility sign today.
together for a final vote..
died of an -apparent seuFOWllhjanIROse
Church. He was born in delightful look into the fan- wife's point of view - how to rates - the Senate has now
The measure includes a tat
There milli* either four or
_
gunsliot
Calloway County on Nov. 11, tasies we sometimes allow save a marriage. „
approved conference com- on fuel-inefficient cars apMitty's
ourselves.
farout
The
five
parts in the package when
William
ior'
f
iunerf
fourof
incident which is under in1921. His parents are the late
This week, members of the mittee compromises on'
plying only to the worst of- the Hotise votes-,
asM on Rose LI being held Gaylon and Nell Norman fantasies are extremely funny theatre
depending OR,
of
the
pieces
original
vestigation by the Rennin
five
the
have been busy
fenders and beginning in 1980, whether the Senate
adopts thei
police, reportedly took place today at one p.m. at the chapel CarroL Mr. and Mrs. Carrol and, if pressed, we eould moving equipment into the Carter energy program.
with
1979
models
as
instead
of
probably all say- we have done
conference
committee,...----5
tax
energy
in the backyard of his home. of the Blalock-Coleman were married June 1, 1944.
fifth,
an
The
Holiday Inn. A production of
originally suggested.
compromise on the energy tax
Barker said Collins was shot Funeral Home with the Ftev.
Funeral services will be the n same, said production this type requires many proposal that is a severely
The tax would range from proposal.
Lawson
Williamson officiating held in the chapel of the chairman Mickey Lentz.
of
version
in the temple with a .22 caliber
watered-down
people to insure its success
$200 to $550 for 1980 models
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as ' Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Further comments were
pistoL
and
high
degree
of
getting less than 15 miles per
Survivors include his organist.
Home at 2 p.. Thursday with -that - while Thurber -left professionalism, said the
,gallon. By 1986 the levy would _
usually
thought
of
•
as
parents. Mr_ andhirs. William
Pallbearers _are—Ther-on Abe Rev—Gerald_ _Owen • etfirattic/ion "hair ma
rise to- a-maximum $8,850-forCollins, Benton; two sisters, Clark, Clarence Kurowski, ficiating. &vial will follow in , profound, some ciihrii writing
RENT
cars iettin less than 12.5
muchroom
for
thought,
leaves
Mrs. Sharon Lee, Murray,and Billy Max Paschall, Mark the Elm Grove Cemetery.
and these last few- days of
,
fling.
Service
Miss Glenda Collins, Benton; Paschall, Lathen Hart, and Friends may call at the such as: "...So I said to him, polishing the show, setting the
would
portion
credit
have
to
tax
did
we
pay
for
The
,Why
two brothers, Jerry Collins, Paul Redden. Burial will funeral home after 470.M.
Station
stage, and _ getting the
on, aiid Glenn CO-111n3, fall-Ow in The Sinking 'Spring 100117-R-riff-Rowaii--Wirrbe the'
techriiail crews to ge-r-ffieir
giv.-4144n"mer
'
s
Per
Best Location
$2,000 purchase of
Symsonia.
guest speaker at this Wed- on the first
"acts" together are a busy
Cemetery.
In Hazel
insulation, storm
home
The funeral will- be held
nesday's United Campus
and hectic time, but the group
Newly Painted
Mr. Rose, age 69, died
a'
and
doors
and
windows
Prices
.
of
stock
of
local
interest
at
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
is very proud and sure that the
Ministry. luncheon. His adnoon, EDT: today, furnished to the
Extra Large Bldg. &
Thursday morning at the West
energy-saving.
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
dress
is titled "A Response to variety of other
show
will
go
well,
said
Lewis
Lat.
Hills Convalescent Center,
credit
of
Corp., of Murray,are as follows:
total
a
devices,
to
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Bossing,stage manager.
Solzhenitsyn" and will discuss
Portland, Oregon, where he
to $2,200 for
'Industrial Average
-1.73
Otis Jones and the Rev.
the Russian author's critical $300. Credits of up
not
It
is
loo.n
l
ate
to
call
in
had resided for a short time
are...
solar
devices
energy
1514321
- West officiating.
• -a*
ai
yOtu -reservatiOTTS, sahtTrish
statements. abOtil—Western
e
relavi3 !Nardi'
arter retinng rrom
American Motors
.4
included.
46,,
4
4
Burial will follow in the
culture, in particular, that of
Phillips, reservations
A.stiland Oil
Refinery Transport Company
Benton Cemetery
American Telephone ;
Mt. -4 chairman. The number to call
the U.C.S.
Funeral services for Mrs. Bonanza
of Alma, Mich. Born Feb. 23,
7'ifl 7SA
Friends rnay call at the
Rowan, a memlier, of the
Chry sler
-.'
111, -I. for tickets is 759-1752. She
1909, in Calloway County, he Mavis C.. Mardis were held at Ford
Motor
funeral horde, n
45'i -1,. further commented that no
faculty in the Profesaiepal
was the son of the late Richard 10 this morning in the chapel GAF
14 unc
Studies Department at
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral General Care
1714f3 111,4A one should miss this opand Savannah Hart Rose.
General
Dynamics
E3
since 1965, earned hit B.S.
portunity of fine gourmet food
Home with Brother Henry General Motors... -kw
641
Survivors -include his Hargis officiating 'and Terry General Tire
degree at St. Joseph's College
271. -1
. andan extremely entertaining
stepmother, Mrs. Virginia Jeffries in charge of the ; Roodrich.
201.2 unc. show. Call now for your
and his M.A.Ed, and Ed.S.
Hardees
' -^7.1.14;
1
degrees at Murray State. •
Final rites for Ora King of Rose, Highland Park, Mich.; music. Burial was in
reservations.
Remember
Heublein
t
IRM
2021r.
The $1.25-'meal -is served -Murray oute Fourwere held two sons, Billy Roger Denver, Palestine Cemetery.--Hospitality Room begins at
"Pennwalt
381,unc
from
12:30-1:20 in the CounMonday at two p.m. at the Colo.,- and Duane Rose,
six,
dinner
at
seven
and
Pallbearers---were Gds Quiaker Oats
27
Solid Potential
101i we curtain at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
seling Center Conference
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Portland,Oregon; sister, Mrs. Morgan, Terry Mike, Charlie rai'Mnart.
Call
Texaco Plant
Room, first floor of Ordway
Funeral Home with Bro. John Elizabeth McArthur, Detroit, Jeffrey, Ervin Jerry and Doug- weaqs.
Friday, and Saturday. n
33" 34A
Mich.;
half
sister,
Miss
Hall.
For
further information
Dale and Bro. Mark Pugh
Mardis.
753-2321
call 753-3531.
officiating. The song service Martha--Rose, Highland Park,
Mrs. Mardis, 79, was the
was by singers from the Mich.; two brothers, Ruben Widow of Herbert Mardis. She
Seventh and Poplar Church of Rose, Murray, and Thomas died Friday at the Oakwood
Christ, where he was a Rose, Detroit, Mich.; half Hospital in Dearborn, Mich.
In a caption to a front page picture dealing with the
Walter
Rose, She
member, with Jerry Bolls as brother,
grand opening of the county animal shelter in the Monday,
was
a
retired
Highland Park, Mich.
leader. Oct. 9 issue of The Murray Ledger & Times, the
schoolteacher and a member
Active pallbearers were
of the Parkside Church of
newspaper unintentionally left out the name of magistrate
Earl, Bobby Gene, and Clyde
Gil Hopson as one of those persons the Humane Society of
Christ.
Steele, Harold Houston,Survivors include two sons,
Calloway County honored with special certificates. The
,
LAKE DATA
Homer Beall, and Solon Bucy. .
Harvey Mardis. St. Clair,
newspaper regrets the error.
Lemon Nix, Guy Spann,John . Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.8
Mich., and Herbert Mardis, r The Murray ledger di_ rimes tries to correct promptly any errors
Below dam 302.1.
Tom Taylor, Dewey Grogan,
Riverside, Calif.; one sister,
in fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in news arBarkley Lake,7 a.m.354.9.
Frank
Hargis, • Charlie
Mrs. Bernadine Adams, and
ticles That is the purpose of this coluosik.To report an elm or need
Below dam 38241
Humphrey, Earl _Nanny,
one brother, Earl Oliver, both
lot tiarliwation please call 7534,15
Sunset 6:29. Sunrise 7:00.
Brooks Moody, Vernon
of Murray.
Moody, Hugh Waldrop, Ottis
Valentine,
and
Eulice
Nioubray were honorary
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. King, age 66, barber
here for 27 years, died Sunday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is sal:-Vived by his wife, Mrs. Odelle
_Steele King, daughter. Mei_
Gene Parker, son, Gene Paul
King, sister. Mrs: Rollie
Myers, and four grandchildren
Mr. Hafford Carrel, 57, a
resident a :Rt. 1, Aisne, died
Mondry atilttp.m. A veteesit'
'of World War H, Mr. Carrel
was employed at Airco Alloys
in Calvert City.
Mr. Carrel is survived by
his wife, Helen Mathis Cerrol
of the. -home- 'address; a

MOM

Robert Rowan Will
Peaki
_ th nesd
ay
At liCM Luncheon

Funeral Services
Are Held For

OPTI
Hotel
cee M
ar a
presid,
right a
for the

Texaco Service Station
For Lease-Oct. 1
15th and Main
Established Location

Glass Screens $75.00 & $85.00N

An Important Message:
To Prospective Home Buyers

Funeral services for Lonnie
Henson of Huntingdon Tenn.,
were held at 1 p.m. today in
the chapel of the Max Chur,
chili Funeral Home with
Brother Emery Jennings and
Brother Terrell Cochran officiating and Linda Sykes in charge of the- music. Burial
was in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Loyd
Stevens, Haywaod Lyles,
-Carpenter Jones, Joe Gately,
Richard Dunlap and Leslie
Sykes.
Henson,75, who died Sunday
at the Carroll County General
Hospital in Huntingdon, was a
retired machinist for General
Motors in Detroit. He was a
member of the Reorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints of
Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Allie Tucker Henson,
Huntingdon; one daughter,
Mrs. Stan (Nancy) Volpe, one ..
granddaughter, Miss Melisa
Volpe, Kenl, Ohio; 'four
sisters, Mrs. Ora Barnett,
Mrs. Annie Ernstberger and
Mrs. Esdell Reynolds, all of
Paducah, and Mrs. Ola
Griffin, Concord, Calif.; two
brothers, Pete Henson,
Murray, and Luck Henson,
Benton.

Federal-Staie Market Ness Serve Oct.
IS. 1178
Kentucky Purchase Area HOft Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1E2 Fat 600 Barrows &
Onto .5*-nwistip.-11 higher.floirs -Y3 to
tlithigikst

asrorsasisaility-• -
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ii

01.1041.002
152.ES-52 50
$51 2542 25
060 25-0.20
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Get Ready For Winter

Fireplace Equipment
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Federal Savings & Loan

Bel-Air Decor

142 00-43
141 50.4250
. 112 50-44 00
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